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Younger voters should 
not blow off primary 
election 
Conan's former 
sidekick gets a 





0 Students entering the 
workforce must prepare for poor 
economy 
By Kristin Leonardi 
Staff Writer 
Graduating Colwnbia students are entering into an 
unstable economy. Since Sept. I I, buying power 
has gone down as many people are being laid off 
from their jobs. 
The tragic events of Sept. I I have resulted in a 
devastating Joss of life. direct dismptions to the 
effected local economy and secondary dismptions 
of businesses outside of the directly impacted areas. 
said a recent survey from the Bureau of Labor. 
According to the Federal Reserve Board. the labor 
market continues to slack in Chicago. however. 
businesses say the demand for labor is stabilizing 
and the number of layoffs has slowed. 
Students like senior Jeffrey Collum are wonied 
about their prospects after graduation. "Entering 
into the workforce is frightening these days." 
Collum said. 
As the marketplace becomes more competitive, 
and with major corporations such as Enron going 
bankmpt, students must be adequately prepared 
before leaving school. 
" It is more imperative than ever to be as job-ready 
as possible," said Keith Lusson, the director of the 
Career Center for Arts and Media. 
Lusson stresses the importance of having intern-
ships, good connections and having a clear idea of 
what you want to do and who can help you get 
there. 
Some of the ways Colwnbia is helping to prepare 
their students for the real world is by offering an 
See Job recruibnent, page 2 
How hard do 
they really card? 
0 Fake IDs readily avai lable 
among students 
By Celina Sumner 
Staff Writer 
Drinking policies at Columbia and the lack of 
a rea l co llege scene have not stopped Columbia 
students from drinking. 
Fake IDs have always been a way fo r under-
age drinkers to sidestep the law. However, with 
the help of the Internet, a color printer and a 
laminator, IDs are not the cut and chopped 
pieces of plastic they used to be. 
Part of this can be attributed to the mid- I 980s 
when Congress passed leg islation that forced 
states to raise the drinking age to 2 I . This Jaw 
banned many co llege students from buying alco-
ho l, which made the market for fake IDs 
explode. A few years later, computers and the 
Internet became s taples for every college stu-
dent. Students used the technology to their 
advantage, which is the reason there is an abun-
dance of Web sites that provide fake ID servic-
es. 
There are basical ly three types o f Web s ites 
dedicated to making fake IDs (some a lso create 
diplomas). One type is full-service where the 
c ustomer prints out an order form, fills it out, 
and sends a picture. Ano ther is a do-it -yourself 
method that prov ides templates and ho lograms. 




0 Candidates ' forum lets students in 
on primary buzz 
By Georgia Evdoxladls 
Copy Chief 
A low hum of noise filled the Conaway Center at I I 04 S. 
Wabash Ave. Tuesdw; night as the three main Democratic 
candidates for the s t District congressional seat strode in 
one by one, trailing aides, press secretaries and supporters. 
They, along with Democratic attorney general hopeful John 
Schmidt, came to Columbia March 12 for a Candidates· 
Forum sponsored by the Association of Women Journalists. 
A smiling Pete Dagher, nominated by former president Bill 
Clinton to the Department of Transportat ion, was first in at 
about 5:30 p.m., wearing one of his own campaign buttons 
on the lapel of his black wool suit. 
Nancy Kaszak. a community activist and former state rep-
resentative, walked in next. looking nervous and a little tired. 
She immediately began moving down aisles. introducing 
herself. 
"How was your day?'' asked Lillian Will iams. Columbia's 
director o f Broadcast Journa lism. 
"Nuts," Kaszak said, shaking her head. 
Finally, Rahm Emanuel, Democratic pany f>tvoritc and ex-
Clinton aide. made his way through the crowd. Like the 
other two, Emanuel looked a bit wom. 
All three said they had woken up bcf(>rc 6 a.m. 
"Six hours of sleep is a luxury during a campaign," a 
Dagher ?ide said. 
The st 1 District race has been a closely watched and high-
ly contested drama with Kaszak and Emanuel as the two 
main players. They, along with Dagher (the third-place 
hopeful), came to Columbia to answer questions in a town 
hall-style setting. 
Moderator Belle Allen allowed the candidates a strict two-
-~ -~ ;t 
~:: y· 
Dwayne M. Thomas/ChroniCle 
From left to right: (Above) Moderator Belle Allen watches 
as Democratic 5th District candidates Rahm Emanuel, 
Nancy Kaszak and Pete Dagher answer questions. 
(Below) Democratic attorney general candidate John 
Schmidt speaks to Columbia students and forum 
attendees. 
minute introdw .. ·tiUll b~forc siH..· ac~c.:ptt .. ·d que:\ti~ll t~. 
Attendees asked about 'I varil'l) of topics, ranging from""·am-
paign linan~c n:ll1nn to IOrcign polk). 
One issue of pa11iculnr controversy in the nu.:t· concl~rned 
comments made about Emanuel by Plllish-1\mcrican kadcr 
Ed Moskal. i\ Columbia sttl(knt asked Emanuel hoi\ he 
reacted to those statl'llll'nts. which suggcstt•d that Emanul'i 
might be more Joya l to Israel than to tht· United Statt'S. 
"They I the comments ! arc ugly and there's no place l(>r 
them in our society or our community." Emanuel said. 
The two other candidates quick ly agreed. 
"These were wrong. despicahlc. tcrrihlc statl'mrnts." said 
Kaszak. who returned Moskal's endorsement allcr Jwarill t.! 
an accoullt of his speech at Pulaski Day. ' 
"U11Iess you're Native American," Daghcr said. "You're 
from somewhere else." 
Dagher. who has received Jess media coverage thall 
See Expansion, page 3 
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· ·- ., -Students bring awareness 
. 1-. lllfl J.f" A D t" D 
H ' · sm · , ··· 0t v.lgan on a 1on ay 
The Public Relations Student Society of America 
invites all students and staff to sign up to be a lifesaver 
on Tuesday, March 26, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Hokin 
Annex. Organ Donor Awareness Day will feature a 
·carnival of Myths' from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., and a 
freestyle "Rap for Life" at 1 p.m. PRSSA will be selling 
raffle tickets for $1, with prizes including movie passes 
for a year, Nike merchandise, Mike Ditka's restaurant 
gift certificates and tickets to "Fiddler on the Roof." For 
more information contact co/umbiapr@hotmail.com. 
Concert to celebrate 
Women's History Month 
In celebration of Women's History Month, the Dean's 
Office, Liberal Arts and Sciences, the Music department 
and the Office of Student Affairs present Bobbi Wilsyn 
and "SHE." Tuesday, March 19 at the Conaway 
Multicultural Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. , 3 p.m. to 6 
p.m. The event will also feature an open mic where 
Columbia students are invited to perform. 
Refreshments will be served at this free event. For more 
infonmation call RoseAna Meuller at (312) 344-7532. 
Getz presents rendition 
of Thorton Wilder classic 
The Theater department will present a rendition of 
Thorton Wilder's "The Matchmaker." from March 21 to 
30. This famous American play, which takes a classic 
approach to the battle of sexes and the search for love, 
was once attapted to the silver screen as a musical 
called "Hello, Dolly.' )Re play will be featured at the 
Getz Theater, 72 E. 11 St. 1ickets are $10-$14, with 
half-price tickets for senior citizens and students. 
Screening series continues 
Wednesday, March 20 the Film and Video depart-
ment will be screening the works of African-American 
filmmaker Regge Life in collaboration with the Center 
for Asian Arts and Media. The trilogy of films docu-
ments Life's journey through Japan. The program will 
include selections from "Struggle and Success." 
"Doubles: Japan and America 's Intercultural Children" 
and "After America ... After Japan" 
Life will be present during and after the screening for 
discussion of his works. The screening will begin at 6 
p.m., 1104 S. Wabash Ave., room 302. For more infor-
mation call (312) 344-6732. 
Publication seeks submissions 
The English department is in search of non-fiction 
submissions and artwork for its publication "South 
Loop Review.' Deadline for submissions is Friday, 
March 22. Submission forms and a drop-box are 
located in the English department, 33 E. Congress 
Pkwy., third floor. For more information contact Rose 
Blouin at (312) 344-8112. 
Brown Bag Forum to be hosted 
The Community Media Workshop hosts a Brown 
Bag Forum this week. "Changing the Tempo at the 
Trib; will feature James Warren, features editor at the 
Chicago Tribune, Thursday, March 21 . Warren will 
talk about how he sees the Tribune's Tempo section 
and his role overseeing the newspapers features. The 
event will cost $5 and held at 623 S. Wabash Ave .. 
Hokin Annex, noon-1 :30 p.m. For more information 
contact CMW at (312) 344-6400. 
Author presents poetry collection 
Author Alan Michael Parker will be at Columbia to dis-
cuss his new collection of poems "Love Song With 
Motor Vehicles." Parxer wi ll be on hand to read his 
eoetry Thursday. March 21. at 5:30 p.m .. 1104 S. Nabash Ave This event sponsored by the English 
(l()p<Jrtm'.lnt w'1ll be froo and opon to the public. 
If you have an upcoming 
event or announcement, 
please calJ the Chronicle~~ 
news desk 
at (312) 344-1255. 
Mchael Schmidt'Chronicle 
The corner of Congress Parkway and Wabash Avenue is bec:oming a dangerous place. The thr~·car accid~nt occured 
on Monday, March 11 at 10:30 p.m., with two of the cars endmg up on the Congress Parkway s1dewalk. Th1s was the 
second accident within the past week. No one was seriously injured. 
Graphic design: How to prepare your 
~~~~!,!?.!!?~~~~~ o!ti~~ ~~~~=~~~~~~'· 
trends m graphiC des1gn and what to put to add a holographic design to your 
in your portfolio portfolio, HOW magazine tells you 
By Laurie Salgado 
Staff Writer 
"Good design is content-specific ... Great design tran-
scends style and merges content with context," said Kay 
Hartman, graphic designer and Columbia faculty member. 
So, how do you know if your design is good or great? 
Besides rounding up teacher and peer feedback on your 
design, the Chronicle has found another means of testing 
creativity. However, before you crank out your craft for 
a critique, you might want to know the latest trends in 
graphic design. Once you get a glimpse of some of the 
new directions graphic design is taking, consider using 
some of the Chronicles suggestions of what to include in 
your portfolio, and keep in mind why you design. 
Trends 
"Right now there's a push for integrative marketing," 
said Hartman, which means " incorporating the same 
design style into every fonnat a designer creates for a 
client, from stationery to ads to Web sites." This is an 
effective marketing strategy because clients usually work 
to maintain a consistent representation of their media. 
Hartman also added, " (Design] is like putting together a 
great wardrobe that, with minor adjustments, works for all 
occasions.'' 
Holograms aren't just for stickers anymore. According 
to an article written by Poppy Evans in HOW magazine, 
a publication for design professionals, hologram produc-
tion used to be beyond the capabilities of most design-
for-print applications. However, two years ago, ITW 
Holograph1cs introduced iSCAN, a digital technology 
Job recruitment 
ConUnued from Front Page 
array of events and services to help better a student's chrutce 
of getting the j ob they want after graduation. 
Keisha Venson, Columbia's career resource coordinator, 
h<t~ just bc!!un organizing the invitations to potential 
employers for the next on-campus recruit. "I solicit 
employers and organizations related to the arts rul!l media 
communication licld that we lu1ve rclntionships with or 
who we want to work with," Venson snid. 
I ,usson docs acknowledge tlmt the tl'ouhkd economy may 
hinder some responses from companies who would <>!her-
wise attend thc~e on-campus recruitments. 
lie is hope ful thut the turnout llJr the nex t rc"·uit will 
mulch those of previous yeurs. lie suit!, "There is n chance 
that !he slowdown will still he apparent" at the next on-
cnmpus recruit. 
As l(u· the types of companies thut wi ll he attending these 
fi1in1, Vcnsou is 1101 sure yet who will be nvuilnulc. Sh<' said 
that she wi ll kuow more in the next couple or weeks. 
Lusson expects many I!Ood compunics wi ll attend hut 
warn" tlmt hiring i .~ limited. "We usually get snmllcr C<llll· 
!"mien with ouly ouc 1x•.~itio11 uvnilnhlo. It will he u II.""" 
Job, good puyiug, hut only one P<•.<ilion nvailahlc that's n 
reali ty," he su id. 
on their Web site, 
www.howdesign.com, how they created a hologram on the 
cover of their magazine. They also tell you in an interview 
with Phil Maniscal, ITW vice-president of sales that this 
3D design (if28 x 40 inches in size) used to cost $23,000, 
but now can be done for $1,500. 
Your Portfolio 
According to www.About.com's graphic design site, 
your portfolio need not consist of work you have actu-
ally sold to a client. By using a little creativity you can 
come up with your own project ideas to fi ll your portfo-
lio, or you can can use the ones suggested by the 
Chronicle. 
• A new bottled water needs a labeL 
o A new restaurant needs a menu design. 
o A new baseball team needs a new logo. 
• A doctor needs new business cards. 
• A new band needs a poster. 
• A hotel needs a brochure. 
• A new workout video needs a cover design. 
• A new shoe manufacturer needs a logo. 
• A pet store needs a brochure. 
• A new magazine needs a cover design. 
Why Design? 
"Why we design will always be to provide a frame-
work that supports and delivers a message. Sometimes 
the framework is strictly image based, like a fashion ad 
that gives a strong and immediate impression without 
words. Sometimes the framework is text-based, like a 
book design that uses typography and layout to support 
and perhaps subtly influence how we view the text . 
Either way, the design is integral to the message," 
Hartman said. 
Columbia students have vast internship opportwtities. 
Students can talk ton career advisor or internship coordina-
tor in their field. 
Cohunhia also oilers mt online job system nvnilnhk 
through the C'urcer Center Web site. Joh and internshiP-~ :\1\' 
posted I<Jr students. 
Some Columbia stu<knts nrc not woiTied alx>ut the econ-
omy and what it lll<'liiiS l(>r their j oiJ 1\ltut'C. Sunior l\•ta1'C 
7<~ 1e said, " I'm not w<micd. They arc n<>t cutting the inter-
l'St rates; I' m no! .;lllH.'Crtlt:tl." 
Othn students, s1..:h 11s st·nit>r i\mtrt"w Adamek. :11\' not 
won·inl because or pl:mning. uhcml or time. " I spent tim<' 
n~ti vt·lv dcvclnpin!l u dip Jl<H11i>li<>. l'vt' bct•n ~<lllSCi<>lk' ,,f 
thnt I l~cl lilirly ~'""Jll'lcnt." i\dumck ~aid. 
I k <h:s ndmit, hnwt•vcr. ''' hcin~ n litt le w\>n·kd nh<>11t 
tl~<· crnnnmv, s/>cd tknllv in the nwdin. indus!"'· i\dmud •. 
who will gl'll< untc in )um-. said, " the mctfin indlk'll) . 
he cause nl'<'t>n~nlidnt inn, lm~ !,l<>llc ''" ' ' hil'ing li'Ot':m. I :1111 
nlh1id thm\' is less twnilnhlc npp<>11Unitics." 
l.us~nn Sl~vs. " even In tlw lwst ot' times th<' ticlll' th:1t 
Columhln .<tudcnts tlt inh> iii'C hl~~ohly <'<'llltJCiitlw ." l•\Jr tlmt 
rcusou, it is csii'Cmcly hnJ><n·tnnt lbr ('ohunbln students 1>:> 
tuko advuntn~~o<' nf ull thc I'CS\.1111\'l'S nvnih1hle l<l th11m. 
March 18, 2002 
Creative look into the future adds 
to the general education curriculum 
0 Creative projects popular you study literat~re alongside film 
maJors, sound maJors, theater maJors, 
among all departments photographers. painters and all the other 
By Shannon McEntee 
Staff Writer 
wonderful di scipl ines we study at 
Columbia, you Jearn about it through a 
different and more excl!mg perspect1ve 
than you might experience it elsewhere," 
Osborne said. 
Campus News 3 
Each semester students enrolled in 
Introduction to Literature classes at 
Columbia are required to complete a cre-
ative project, a work of an that in some 
way intertwines the student's major area 
of study with their knowledge of litera-
ture gained throughout the semester. At 
the end of the year, a compilation of stu-
dent work from the fall and spring semes-
ters is put on display in the annual 
English department An Showcase. 
If one were to inqui re about the com-
monality of projects like this at Columbia 
one would discover that they are quite 
popular. The element of self-expression is 
a common tool used among the faculty to 
engage students in a way that keeps them 
interested. The English department is no 
exception. 
"The English department's objective. in 
teaching is that students recogmze 
metaphors, symbols and themes and 
know that they arc the undcrpmnmg of 
deeper communication. They need to 
learn to employ these themes and sym-
bols into their own an," said Renee 
Hansen, coordinator of Introduction to 
Literature. 
In one of last year's projects a fashion 
student created clothing she thought the 
wife in the Anne Sexton poem "Farmer's 
Wife" would wear. Another student made 
a book jacket with one lone character on 
a huge expanded background to highlil!ht 
the theme of alienation in Nathamel 
Hawthorne's "Young Goodman Brown." 
One film student adapted Pam Houston's 
" How to Talk to a Hunter" into a screen-
play and is now sending it out to try and 
get it produced. 
Jamte McNee/Chronicle 
Students creative projects exhibited on the third floor of 33. E. Congress Pkwy. were 
s ponsored by the Writing and Reading Center and the English department. 
have a great piece of work that 1 will save 
for an example of my academic effons 
and achievements." 
Karen Osborne is currently teaches 
Introduction to Literature and is one of 
the original developers of the English 
department An Showcase. She says that 
they are by no means the first department 
to instill creative projects into the cur-
riculum. 
"Other professors in other depanments, 
such as Science/Math, have been doing 
similar things for as long as we have. It's 
actually something that 1 think Columbia 
has always tried to encourage," Osborne 
said. 
Marisa Nasti is a Fashion Management 
major who was required to develop acre-
ative project for her IntroductiOn to 
Literature class. She chose to analyze 
and interpret " A Clean Well-Lighted 
Place" by Ernest Hemingway. 
While doing creative projects is some-
thing Columbia students might get used 
to by the time they leave, the advanta~c to 
the creative projects is the showcase. fh1s 
w ill be the fifth year the showcase is to be 
held. It is a joint effort sponsored by the 
Writing Center, Reading Center and the 
English department. 
While Introduction to Literature stu-
dents are required to participate in the 
creative projects to pass the class, many 
other students in the English depanment 
become involved also. Tutors and stu-
dents being tutored in the Writing Center 
contribute their work, and there has also 
been wonderful participation by the poet-
ry and professional writing students as 
well, according to Osborne. 
Showcase will have its unveiling o f this 
year's creative projects at a reception on 
May 30 at 4 p.m. The reception will be 
held in the Writing Center, which is in the 
33 E. Congress Pkwy. building, and is 
open to the public. Entertainment will 
include a poetry reading of original works 
by Columbia poetry students. After the 
reception, the projects will be on display 
in the third floor display case of the 33 E. 
Congress Pkwy. building until June 10. 
"Through this experience students find 
out that the idea of story, tone, character 
and movement are deeply rooted in all art 
forms," Hansen said. 
"The showcase has been a very suc-
cessful event, with several Engl ish 
department faculty coming together and 
many, many students," Osborne said. " 1 
view this event as something that all the 
faculty and students in our department 
can enthusiastically participate in ." 
"We think that having such interesting 
an majors at Columbia makes a tremen-
dous difference in our classrooms. When 
Nasti says being required to develop a 
creative project was a productive experi-
ence. She says , "Not only did it give me 
the opportunity to research and analyze 
ihe story/poem of my choice, but it also 
allowed me to use my strongest personal 
tools to convey my ideas. Now 1 also The annual English department An 
Election brings mixed reactions 
0 U.S. Census shows steady 
decline in voter turnout in citizens 
ages 18 to 24 
By Matthew Kerstein 
Staff Writer 
The lllinois primary election, in which voters 
nominate party candidates for elections on Nov. 5, 
will be held Tuesday, March 19. It is a chance to 
elect the Democratic and Republican party nomi-
nees who wi ll run for offices ranging from gover-
nor and anomey general to representatives from 
local districts. Columbia students had a wide range 
of reactions when the Chronicle asked if students 
were going out to vote on Tuesday. 
Robbie Zar, Fiction Writing senior, has voted 
since he turned 18 and p lans on voting in his par-
ents' district for the upcoming primaries. Like 
other students he finds it hard to find the time to 
stay on top of the issues, especially s ince he feels 
that he can't vote exclusively for one party. 
" A lot of di fferent issues cross a lot of party 
lines," he said. 
What this means for students is that they have to 
spend more time gening each candidate's reaction 
to all the issues rather than just relying on a 
Democratic or Republican viewpoint. 
For some students who juggle many different 
things in their busy schedules, being in tune wit.h 
candidates' pos itions on issues is not always a pn-
ority. 
It is especially difficult for students who are reg-
istered to vote in another state. 
When asked if she feels able to keep up to date 
with the Illinois elections, Lisa Balde, a 
Journalism sophomore from Racine, Wis., said, " ! 
just don't have time." She has to be av:are ofthe 
main candidates and issues for her Journalism 
classes, but also has to be aware of the elections in 
her home state of Wisconsin. 
Students like Balde vote through an absentee 
ballot which they send back to the ir ~ometow~. 
This makes it difficult to keep up w1th llhn01s 
elections and stay on top of the issues in a partic-
ular race in their hometown. 
Though some students feel a responsibility to 
vote and try to be conscientious voters, other 
Columbia students are pessimistic about politi-
cians and opt not to get involved with the elec-
tions. 
Zar who is going to vote, also said he under-
stands' why a lot of people don't vote and become 
cynical of the politicians. 
"! can see why a lot of people wouldn' t vote, 
having to watch a lot of this bulls-," he said in 
reference to the s landerous campaigns candidates 
use to belinle their opponents. 
Aside from the ad campaigns some students were 
also turned off by the debates. Some debates jun-
ior Erin Caffrey saw caused her not to vote. 
"The elections are about cutting each other 
down "she said after listening to cand idates berate 
each ~ther in a debate. "That's not what it should 
be about." 
Other students were also disillusioned with the 
candidates and the political process. 
"Why should 1 care?" said Film sophomore 
Victor Grigas. " What is it going to do for me?'' 
Grigas said that in a political climate whe:e. the 
candidates are chosen by name recogn1110n, 
money and corporations, his vote doesn't maner 
and he has no real candidate to vote for. 
"Basically, 1 really have no choice," he said. 
Grigas' feels that huge changes need to be made 
in the democratic process before his votes are 
reflected by young voters around the United 
States. 
According to a survey conducted b>: the U.S. 
Census Bureau, voter turnout among Citizens ages 
18 to 24 has been steadi ly declining since I 972 
and dropped to 32 percent in the 2000 presidential 
elections. 
A 1999 study done by Project Vote Smart, a non-
partisan group that gathers information on state 
and federal candidates, found that the low voting 
rates among young people in many cases was due 
to a lack of trust in any level of government. 
Still there is a movement to get younger people 
active' in the democratic process, and organiza-
tions are trying to initiate reforms to bring about 
more faith in the system. 
The Center for Voting and Democracy, a non-
partisan, nonprofit organization, has suggested 
some such reforms that could help get young peo-
ple voting agai n. Some of these were: fair repre-
sentation of political minorities, more inclusive 
representation o f women and racial and ethnic 
minorities and campaign finance reform. 
Tzvi Lichtenstein, an older instrumental per-
formance major, says he used to feel that voting 
didn' t maner. When he was younger he never 
voted. Now that he's out of the 18 to 24 year old 
bracket he says he is an active voter and will be 
voting in the primary. 
The Chronicle asked him why he votes now 
when he never did when he was younger. 
" It seemed like a pan of g rowing up," he said. 
Candidates 
Continued from Front Page 
Emanuel or Kaszak, used the 
debate as an opportunity to 
name campaign finance reform 
a crucial issue, and said that, 
although he would not anempt 
to overturn Roe v. Wade, he 
would try to reduce the number 
of abortions. 
Williams expressed pleasure 
at the quality o f student's ques-
tions, which she said showed 
research and intimate knowl-
edge of the campaign's issues. 
" ! was really very pleased 
because 1 thought there was a 
good exchange of ideas," 
Williams said after the debate. 
After the debate, WMAQ-TV, 
ch. 5 political commentator 
Dick Kay approached the can-
didates for brief interviews. Of 
particular interest to Kay was a 
commercial by Emily's List, a 
political action group that sup-
pons Kaszak, which negatively 
portrayed Emanuel's support of 
NAFTA as causing thousands 
of Illinois jobs. Kaszak has 
maintained that her campaign 
had nothing to do with the ad. 
The forum had originally 
planned to showcase a second 
panel with the two Democratic 
candidates for anomey general, 
but Lisa Madigan cancelled at 
5 p.m. that day. John Schmidt, 
her opponent, appeared and 
accepted questions despite the 
cancellation. 
Madigan's press secretary, 
David Schaper, said she could 
not anend due to scheduling 
conflicts. ller appearance at a 
fundraiser ran late, said 
Schaper, and she chose to go 
directly to her second engage-
ment, a union rally. Schaper, 
who appeared after the debate, 
claimed he had been trying to 
contact the A W J for days to 
inform them of the problem. 
Sandra Guy, president of the 
Chicago chapter of AWJ, said 
that Schaper's claims were 
inaccurate. 
"They were committed up 
until the very last minute," Guy 
said. 
Despite Madigan's failure to 
appear, questioning of Schmidt 
was lively. Anendees asked 
about Schmidt's stance on a 
variety oflegal issues. 
Death row problems in Illinois 
dominated much of the debate, 
especially those relating to the 
disproportionate number o f 
minorities scheduled to d1e. 
Schmidt admined to serious 
reservations about the future of 
the death penalty in Illinois. 
Thirteen o f the 25 prisoners 
on death row were later found 
innocent, said Schmidt, who 
noted that Gov. George Ryan's 
commission studying the issue 
would be reponing in the next 
week or two. 
One solution. said Schmidt, 
would be to provide a "compe-
tent and well-financed 
defense" to those on trial. 
"The amount will startle some 
people," he said, noting that 
when he was U.S. assistant 
anomey general, o ver $10 mil-
lion was spent on Timothy 
McVeigh's de fense. 
Schmidt also criticized 
Madigan for allegedly allowing 
her father, powerful state Sen. 
Mike Mad igan, to influence 
important Democratic poli.ti-
cians to endorse her. Schm1dt 
mentioned a Chicago Trihune 
article claiming Sen. Madigan 
threatened the Fraternal Order 
of Police's pension legis lation 
in an attempt to get their 
endorsement for his daughter. 
Schaper denied any such 
threat, ru1d said Bill No lan of 
the FOP suggested Schmidt 
was behind those allegations. 
When asked by a Columbia 
student if he feared reprisals 
from Sen. Madigan after the 
election, Schmidt smiled and 
said that his aim in the election 
was ''to liberate peopk from 
their fear of Mike Madigan." 
4 Columbia Chronicle Marcil 18, 2002 
5 c hoI a rs h p s 
F o r Undergraduate Students A t 
COL~ A 
Hillary Kalish Scholarship 
$2500 1'1itximum awi!rd per acadcm1c yC<ir 
:S1:?50 awarded 111 Fali. :?00/ and $l250 
awmncd ~ ~ Spnng. 2003). Th1s scholarsl1ip 
llelps med1ca!ly and f1nanc1ally challenged 
students comp'ete an undergraduate degree. 
tPar:·tlme stuoerts are ellg1b'e to apply.) 
Deadline: April 1. 2002 
Applications are available at: 
David Rubin Trustees' Scholarship 
5 2000 for one academic year ($1000 awarded in 
Fal'. 2002 and $1000 awarded m Spring 2003). 
Th1s scholmship is for f;;l!·time outstanding 
students to defray ~UJtion costs. Scho:arsh1p 
ilwarcJs are based 0'1 academ1c achievement and 
demonstr<Jtion of 'ir.ancial need. 
Deadline: April 1, 2002 
StudLrtl rl'l(J',(.Irtl ~··r ~u .. r..:':), coos \11t.JI+;;w· RUOI"I 301 
Of' re ~f E11rnll'11r::·r· · \J .,nnp..-~r·H:nt . .,...)()() !:> M1~".'l1g:t · Rou,.., 3tJ() 
A<:nde•n c ~~v·~~n~ . .,:;-3 S Wil~ilS~ . floo•n 300 www.colum.cduj scholarshlps 
I ' ,I ' • ,.,. • • • •.,,., ~ •• 1 " • , .. n ~ • : •1 
0 0 .. 
At Columbia College, you're sur-
rounded by extraordinary students with 
great ideas. The Columbia College 
Chicago Talent Exchange offers a new 
way to connect with interesting opportu-
nities for collaboration. This one-day 
"trade fair" will allow you to dip into the 
talent pool, toss yourself in, or both. It's 
up to you! 
WHEN: Thursday, April 18, 2002 
1 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
WHERE: Conaway Center, 1st 
Floor, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. 
TO REGISTER: Forms are available 
in your academic departments and in 
the Career Center for Arts & Media, 
Suite 300. 600 S. Wabash Ave. 
ON-LINE: You may also register at the 
Career Center homepage: 
http://www.colum . edu . student-life/career~ 
planning 




0 Students volunteer spring break 
time to help the less fortunate 
By Shannon McEntee 
Staff Writer 
Sun soaked bodies fill the sand. Tropical drinks with 
liule umbrellas sticking out of them are abundant. The 
smell of salt water and stale alcohol fill the air, and 
cheesy pick-up lines nut rampant It is a week of indul-
gence. Cancun, Negri! or. Panama City- whatever the 
destination the scene is pretty much the same. A frenzy 
of college students flock to warm locales and leave 
behind their stress and worries. They party until dawn, 
drink themselves into an oblivion and do it over again 
day after day. This is spring break. 
Sounds ideal, right? On the contrary, for thousands of 
college students across the country it's not These stu-
dents are choosing instead to spend their week of indul-
gence by volunteering time to those less fortunate than 
themselves on an Alternative Spring Break. ASB is the 
exact opposite of a typical spring break experience. 
After Sept. 11, it is an option for those who have been 
wanting more than ever to make a contribution, but 
aren't sure exactly how. 
Colleges and universities across the country, along 
with their communities, are establishing ASB programs 
that take their students on trips across the country and 
abroad to volunteer their services in different ways to 
different causes. Urban poverty, hunger, racism, 
HIV/AIDS, homelessness and the environment are a 
few causes targeted on ASB trips. 
Many educational institutions use an organization like 
BreakAway to help establish their programs. 
BreakAway is a nonprofit organization based out of 
Tallahassee, Fla. They provide training and information 
to colleges, universities and other nonprofit organiza-
tions interested in developing quality alternative spring 
break programs. They have more than 80 chapters in 
schools across the country and are involved with 200 
nonprofit affiliates. 
According to their Web s ite, the objectives of an alter-
native break program are ' 'to involve college students in 
community-based service projects and to give students 
opportunities to learn about the problems faced by 
members of communities with whom they would other-
wise have had little or no direct contact." 
Two local universities that have ASB programs are the 
University o f Illinois at Chicago and Northwestern 
University, whose program has received coverage from 
ABC News and the Chicago Sun-Trmes. 
According to their mission statement, ASB UIC is a 
student nut organization that aims to educate its volun-
teers through service-oriented learning. This year UIC 
has planned eight trips with over 100 participants. The 
causes slated for ASB UIC 2002 are Habitat for 
Humanity, Operation Breakthrough: St. Vincent's 
Family Service Center, Keep Sumter Beautiful, The 
Washington Home and Momentum ArDS Project. 
Jane Jih is a student at UIC who has been involved 
with the ASB program since 2000. She has served as a 
site leader on several trips, and also plays a big part in 
coordinating them. " I think any person that has an inter-
est in service and/or social action should strongly con-
sider participating in one," Jih said. 
Not only does Jilt learn a great deal while on the trips; 
she sees them as a call to action. "ASB gives you the 
opportunity to open your eyes to the social problems of 
our society and to do something about it It is a chal-
lenging and rewarding experience. I highly recommend 
it," Jih said. 
While ASB programs are growing in popularity, not 
all schools have them. Columbia falls into that category. 
Director of Student Organizat ions and Student 
Government Dana Ingrassia said that she has not yet 
been approached about starting an ASB program at 
Columbia. However, she said the lack of interest may be 
attributed to the lack of knowledge about the program. 
" I would be happy to assist students in getting 
involved with the program. I think it provides students 
with an opportunity to provide community service for 
people that are less privileged and it also gives them an 
opponunity to learn about different cultures," Ingrassia 
said. 
In the meantime there are opportunities for Columbia 
students, and students at other schools without a pro-
gram, to participate in an ASB. Many organizations 
such as Habitat for Humanity and Volunteer America 
are always looking for groups of volunteers to help in 
their causes, and they even have programs that allow 
you to go alone if you choose to. To check out more 
information on these programs visit their Web sites at 
www.habitat.org and www.volunteeramericanet 
See www. ColumbiaChronicle.com for photo. 
Campus News 5 
'Intimate Bureaucracies' invites viewers 
to break free from media imprisonment 
0 Exhibit gives passers 
by 15 minutes of fame 
By Natallja Ajacko 
Contributing Writer 
Intimate Bureaucrac ies, a collabo-
rative project of the Academic 
Computing depanment's Computer 
Controlled Ins ta llation Environ-
ment class, is open in the Hokin 
Annex, 632 S. Wabash Ave ., from 
March II to 28. 
The exhibit examines the ways in 
which society affects issues such as 
language, media, production, popu-
lar culture and spontaneity, accord-
ing to its press release. 
" We ' re looking at past traditions 
and anists playing with the media 
and using it as a weapon o r tool to 
c ritique themselves," said Kim 
Collmer, professor and curator. 
Those walking down Wabash 
Avenue can experience 15 minutes 
of fame outside the exhibit where a 
camera is positioned in front of the 
Hokin Annex Gallery. Students and 
teachers can be seen posing and 
staring at the camera as they wal k 
by. 
Dwayne M. norrlas/l,nroniCie 
From left to right: Chris Cote and Dan Segar view the exhibit in the Hokin 
Annex gallery, 623 S. Wabash Ave. building. 
"Voyeurism, surveillance, cam-
eras, and even involving computers 
themselves-you like to be 
watched, and you like to watch other 
people as well. People outside are 
performing for themse lves and for 
us," said Cody Evans, Columbia 
senior involved in the installation of 
the exhibit. 
" It's kind of the opposite o f people 
being prisoners to televis ion. 
Having the TV be the prisoner is 
inviting you to take your life back," 
said Dave Andre, Columbia profes-
sor. 
Upon enteri ng the exhibit, atten-
dees can see how people interact 
with their environment through 
images posted on the walls as well 
as surveys presented on the comput-
Fake IDs 
Continued from Front Page 
ers. 
"Through the process of data and 
collection, the exhibit questions the 
role of the ever-popular opinion po ll 
and its involvement in the creation 
of virtual communities," explained a 
pos ted description of the exhibit. 
" It's about what the frustrated peo-
ple go through with dogmatic proce-
dures which is also echoed in how 
slow these computers are working," 
said Dan Segar, a senior involved 
with sculpting and installing the 
exhibit. 
Students involved describe the 
exhibit as an attempt to convey the 
idea that although institutions try to 
control the public with surveys and 
opinion polls, the majority of their 
results are empty and unsatisfying. 
Religion, educational systems, the 
government. and the mass media, 
are all institutions that can be seen 
through the images the students cre-
ated on the walls . A mass of church-
es, offices, advenising and educa-
And the last ty pe is a review s ite and/or directory to 
sites that make IDs. The directory/review sites allow 
individuals to rate different sites and blow the whis tle 
on scams. 
"I would never buy an ID off the Internet," said 
Adam Stob, radio major. 
Although Stob is now 21 , he said he would use or 
purchase IDs from people he knew, even if the picture 
did not totally resemble him. He said his experience 
with bouncers is that they want to make sure the ID 
itse lf is real. Stob added that he would never trust the 
Internet because it would be risky to send money and 
hope for an ID, and it would also be really easy for a 
person to get caught. 
Many 1D companies on the I ntemet are not even 
located in the United States. 
Quality ids.com is a full-service site that is located in 
Germany. Quality ids.com claims to p rovide not only 
IDs, but also press passes and social secur ity cards 
wi th prices that range from $200 to $300. They 
encourage payments in a check or money order but ask 
that customers to make it o ut to "cash." 
There have also been many s ites targeted toward 
s topping these fake ID sites. 
One site www.geocities.com/stopfakeid/ is not only 
ded icated to shutting down fake ID s ites, but it also has 
a list of sites that are scams. Q ualityids.com was lis t-
ed as a site that never provided a product after a pay-
ment was sent. This site a lso provides information on 
literature that enables people to tel l the minute differ-
e nces between real and fake IDs. 
tiona! photographs are seen through-
out the exhibit and re inforce the idea 
that these institutions have not only 
shaped the way people perceive 
their environment, but also how the 
environment perceives people. 
"They 're try ing to personalize 
their companies so it suits the mass-
es more ... the computers represent 
the impersona lity of blanket sur-
veys," Segar said. 
Another portion of the exhib it 
conveys the same messages as the 
surveys by us ing a di ffe re nt 
approach. A group of wires is seen 
stretching a long the length of the 
exhibit and filtering into a televi-
s ion set masked with red tape. 
Seger describes the stretch of cables 
flowing into the te lev ision as a rep-
rese ntation of emptiness and a loss 
of val ue. The red tape symbolizes 
an institutions attempt to accom-
plish a task, which only leads to a 
distorted, incomplete view of the 
o utcome . 
Driverslicenseguide.com is listed on the stopfakeid 
Web site as a great source for people who regularly 
check IDs, s ince the penalties for usi ng or not fully 
checking them can be pretty hars h. 
Fake IDs are only part of the reason kids can break 
the law. The other is simply that bouncers and a lcohol 
distributors are not being tough enough. 
Michael :>enmiO'V<.;nron•Oie 
A patron presents an ID to a doorman at Blue Chicago. 
There are many fake IDs in circulation and the penalties 
for possesing one can be severe. 
"I used to use a fake ID," said D.E. Larson, a graph-
ic des ign majo r. " I don 't think the bouncer checked it 
too hard because I was wearing a low-cut shin." 
Larson is now 21 and said that even though some 
places were tough to get into using a fake, there were 
plenty of places where bouncers were a joke or there 
was a way to sneak in. 
Even if there is a way to stop k ids from using fake 
IDs, there is still a problem with adults allowing under-
age d rinking. 
Campus News 6 
Cab derailes Brown Line train 
Mitchell Pe Masilun/Chronicle 
A Brown Line train derailed 
Wednesday, March 13, when 
a cab whose brakes were 
malfunctioning went around 
el gates at the street-level 
Rockwell stop. The taxi 
driver received five traffic 
tickets. Three people suf-
fered minor injuries, but 
the cab driver and his 
passenger walked away 
unhanned. 
Students voice wishes for SGA future 
0 Students request various 
improvements to campus 
By Matthew Kerstein 
Staff Writer 
Next fall the SGA will be ready to 
begin its life as Columbia's new student 
government. Group members have 
already drafted a student government 
constitution that was approved by the 
College Council, and have the help of a 
full-time faculty member. 
Jennifer Gerber, a member of the stu-
dent task force, recently told the 
Chronicle that one of the reasons for 
starting the SGA is that "people on cam-
pus have things to say, but no place to 
really be heard." 
Since Columbia is attempting to start a 
student government with the goal of giv-
ing students a place to be heard, the 
Chronicle decided to ask students what 
they had to say. 
One of the areas in wh ich students felt 
they could give input was on plans for 
new Columbia bui ldings, such as the 
new $35-million student union center to 
be built on Wabash Avenue. 
Students mentioned that they would 
like to have vegetarian food options, a 
place to perform and view films, a tutor-
ing center, a gym and a nurse's office. 
The SGA could also serve an important 
role in creat ing more of a community 
between the many departments and the 
diverse population of Columbia. The stu-
dent government could help connect 
some of the 95 percent of commuting 
students whose talents may be able to 
help one another. 
According to Jim Mullen, a music 
major, a student government could help 
in initiating more communication 
between departments . 
He said he'd like to see "more inter-
department type stuff' and a music and 
sound department connection. 
Other students just want a place to 
voice their needs. A music student want-
ed to find a place for more practice 
rooms, a writer wanted to sec a 24-hour 
computer Jab, and some fi lm students 
wanted more access to equipment and 
facilities. 
Film senior Kurt lluckmeier said stu-
dents in the Film department can't do 
the ir best work because of time restraints 
and limited equipment. He would like 
the SGA to work toward increasing the 
fac ilities of the Film department. He said 
with all the tuition increases over the 
years, more of his money should be 
going toward buying new film equip-
ment. 
Many students felt they shouldn't even 
raise leg itimate concerns, because the 
student government couldn 't have 
enough power to change anything of 
great importance. 
" I'm sure intentions are good but I 
don't think any changes are going to 
come of it," said freshman Lindsey 
Vogel. "What could a student change?" 
Columbia's Executive Vice President 
Bert Gall previously told the Chronicle 
that he wants student feedback on such 
projects, and anticipates using the new 
student government to get that feedback. 
"As the college gets bigger and stu-
dents are spread out over blocks, it's 
important to overcome some of the bar-
riers of a commuter co llege," he said. 
Columbia instructor makes it big 
0 Joe Meredith 
nominated for Oscar 
By Stephanie A. Taylor 
Staff Writer 
When Oscar nominee Joe Meredith 
walked into the Ludin&oton Building cafetc-
rn., not a single head turned. Unlike Will 
Smith or Nicole Kidman, Meredith, a part-
time instructor at Columbia, is not a house-
hold name, even though he may be making 
a difference in Hollywood. In fact , 
Meredith appeared to he quite mode~!. 
''I'm not a big-timer," he said with a smile. 
Hut Meredith is indeed an Oscar nom ince. 
A Drawing fi>r Animation I teacher, the 
C'hicagO'an is being nominated fiJr his four-
minute animated film ca lled "Stubble 
Tmuhlc" ag;tinst fiJUr other films in the 
SIKJrt Animated Film category. The film is 
about I)() peru'flt hand drawn; the rest is 
wmputcr animated. "Stubble Trouhlc" is 
pwlially digitally created, but it i~ also JY•int· 
ed with a llly lu~ and wacom graphic tablet<. 
"Stublllc 'f wublc" is about ()g, a caveman 
wit~ scarchc~ fi>r ltwc but i ~ frumratcd 
hecaw..c of hi~ fMt·gN wing heard. Og han a 
uo<h on A11g1.1, but <he rn.- a crwh on the 
chara<-1er rrnly kruiWn AA the !)uavc ( 'ave 
( ttfiJ, wht1 J<; clttJ:rK haven. Vivian, another 
<.h:rr;octcr. •IH!VI~ ()g that It we i~ right under 
In• r•r..e. ·r here " unly roroc vo1ce in the film. 
thlff fff Meredith (wl•• piHy!l a diluo<;uur). 
'Hoc <:l.ury " iMte:lll Wrr!OO t~; in<trurncntul 
,. •r.U.i 
Jamie MoNee/ChrorHcle 
Joe Meredith Is nominated for his four-
minute animated film, 'Stubble Trouble.' 
" It 's short. so don't blink," Meredith jok-
ingly said 
Meredith first found out uboul his nomi-
mtliorr Feb. I 2. Stricken by shock und dis-
belief, he tried going to the Oscur Web s ite 
to liCe if it Wll.'l true. Meredith 's computer 
kept cm~hing, but when he got ln work he 
fiJund out from his boss thut he wus indeed 
nornirmtcd. 
The road to numinution is u long process, 
Meredith nuid. 
" We hud h> submit it to the committee und 
It went through un animntcd slun1 jury." A 
piece nrunt fir<t IIICCt fiC Vcrtr l levels of nmn-
irUif loll hcfhm II cnu he norninnlct.l li,r 1111 
Oocnr: it hun lo wi n first pluco nl 1111 
Academy-approved film festival. play in a 
L.A. theater for three days and cannot be 
broadcast on television. 
"Stubble Trouble" came to life when 
Meredith was working on other short sto-
ries. He pitched the idea to his boss. who 
came up with the title. 
Meredith said he became interested in ani-
mal ion when he was a kid watching Warner 
Brothers cartoons. He later attended the Art 
lnslitulc of Chicago where his main focuses 
were figure dmwing ;md ti Jmmak in g. 
Meredith stm1cd out as a freelance painter 
in I 994 al Calabash, tUld was hired ft1ll time 
in 1996. His main duty is to give to charnc-
tcrs "major key poses." which means 
describing what the chamctcrs nrc doing. 
Meredith mainly works on the honcvbcc Jl>r 
Chccrios, the while mhbit lor Trix ·and the 
leprechaun lor l.ucky Channs. 
When asked what his lirs l animation 
piece was, Meredith grinned . I Jc cmnc 
up wilh the idea in college ns 11 second-
semester lrcslunan in I '1'10. It wns culled, 
"What's This'/" and was uboul u huhy 
who gets IIIlo trouble with houschnld 
items. 
Meredith wus asked about his dmrncter 
fruits and hud 11 llretty hurd lime muniniJ. 
th~1n . lie e1.1111e up with mndest. lhnny, 
dnvcn. JIIISS ionalc (nminly al~>ut aninm-
tion) 1111d easily ann1scd. In thl· middle or 
his. answers, he looked oil' lo the ri~J,ht. 
snnlcd and stnd, "Man, that 's n lmnl thinu 
to do." "' 
When asked what the hcnel1ts mi~htl~ If 
he wins the I lscnr. he paus<•tl uml snhl. " I 
couldn't even hc~-tl n to l!lltss." 
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Columbia recognizes 
women and gender 
studies in new minor 
0 Faculty projects program 
will grow rapidly 
By AnSela Caputo 
Staff Writer 
A women and gender studies minor program 
has been approved by Columbia's College 
Council. 
"Finally," said Acting President of 
Columbia Pride Laurie Beniak. "The minor 
should have been here a long time ago. I'm 
surprised it didn' t exist." 
"It's about time," said Victoria Shannon, 
coordinator of Gay and Lesbian Student 
Affairs. "Other colleges are celebrnting 30 
years of women's studies programming ... its 
about time we entered the 21 st century." 
Despite high levels of enrollment in gender 
studies courses and expressed interest in gen-
der issues, until recently Columbia hasn't 
done much to incorporate it into the school's 
curriculum. 
Columbia is now making headway in the 
gender issues arena This is the first year the 
Office of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and 
Trans gender Student Affairs has been in oper-
ation. Furthermore, an office of women's 
affairs is in the planning process. 
"Columbia is just about the only college in 
the area that didn't have [a gender studies pro-
gram]," said RoseAnna Mueller, a faculty 
member in the Liberal Education department. 
A six-person committee of Colwnbia faculty 
has been working on a proposal to bring a 
women studies program to the Liberal 
Education department for approximately four 
years. After revising, rewriting and pitching a 
second proposal, which broadened the minor 
to include gender studies, the College Council 
approved the minor two weeks ago. 
Students have long been taking gender stud-
ies courses at Columbia through various dis-
ciplines from anthropology and music, to art 
and design. 
"However, Wltil now, students haven't been 
encouraged to study gender topics in clusters. 
Now students will have an opportunity to 
have a coherent vision of what they study in 
depth," Mueller said. It's an approach that 
Cheryl Johnson-Odim, acting dean of the 
School of Arts and Liberal Sciences con-
curred will provide a holistic learning experi-
ence and a coherent program of studies. 
Bringing gender issues to the classroom is 
essential to acknowledging women's contri-
butions to the arts throughout history, said 
Mueller. "The program will help students to 
get a handle on how gender influences art and 
how we create it," she said. 
Students taking women and gender studies 
classes through various d isciplines will be 
able to apply classes to the 2 I -credit-hour 
minor program. The core of the program is an 
in~uction to women and gender studies, a 
servtce-leaming capstone course and gender-
~'!Udy related electives. 
The service-learning capstone, a new course 
developed for the minor program, requires 
students to have an intemship or special proj-
ect to tie their respective majors to their gen-
der studies minors. This experience is intend-
ed to provide W1 integrated service learning 
experience. ~ 
"A women rutd gender studies minor will 
give students another importalll credential on 
their tnmscripts," Johnson-Odim said . "Most 
employer.; arc looking fur people who hnvc 
exposure to divers ity and are open to idc!lS." 
"I hope thut it becomes n major so people 
c1m study it !Uld go o lf rutd find related jobs,'' 
llcnink snid. 
Faculty in the School of Arts W1d Lihernl 
Sciences project th~ prognun to grow mpidl. 
mtd expect between 15 rutd 20 new student~ 
pcrhnps mon:, will udopt the new minor in th~ 
upcoming ycur. 
Fncul~ ru1d students hope that the int.ro-
duction of the m{\jor will open up women and 
gendcr-n:lntcd cnmpus RCtlvltics. 
"The womon rutd gender studi~s prognun 
holl\ls to bo not only ncndent lc but to build t~ 
co leg.: community," Johnson·Odlm m\id. 
" I think thct'tl will be 11 rise In cwnll! thttt will 
hMor tmd promote women," Bonlllk s.,ld. Sl~ 
hopes thut the now minot· will Inspire 11 new 
.~tudcnt Oflll\t1l7Jitlun to dtvclotl to 11ddn:~ 
women's ISllucs. "Students will~ thllt, with 
this minOt' out tlll't'O, thct'C ru mruty wu.vs to 
bcctJma nctlva." 
Colleges load up on Sept. 11-themed courses 
By Nahal Toosl 
Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel 
Since the attacks of Sept. II, the day's events, impli-
cattons and aftennath have become an established theme 
in college courses. 
Faculty members have revamped their lectures uni-
versities are adding special courses and student~ are 
flooding international relations classes. 
~he federal government, meanwhile, is increasing 
fundmg for study of the Middle East and Central Asia 
which t~e University of Wisconsin-Madison hopes wili 
bolster tts efforts to strengthen its programs in those 
areas. 
It's not just classes teaching about the Middle East or 
Is la~ feeling the effects. Philosophy, criminal justice, 
archttecture and even French classes have dealt with ter-
ror-related themes. 
"We've all been living in a bubble, and all of a sudden 
the bubble burst," said Michael Barnett, a political sci-
ence professor at the UW-Madison. 
"For many of us, although it's unfortunate that it took 
this wake-up call, at least now it's a way of te lling peo-
ple you can't ignore the world." 
Cardinal Stritch University in Milwaukee asked a for-
mer spy for his help. 
Floyd Paseman started working for the CIA in 1967 
and spent 25 years of his career dealing with terrorism. 
He ran field operations recruiting spies to infiltrate ter-
rorist groups and ultimately became a member of the 
senior intelligence service. 
In 1998, he started teaching inte lligence and foreign 
policy at Marquette University in Milwaukee. He liked 
teaching enough that, when he officially retired from the 
CIA in 200 I, he took a job at Cardinal Stritch. 
Before Sept. II , Paseman had talked about teaching a 
course on international terrorism. After Sept. II, he got 
the green light. Through video feeds, students at 
Marian, Northland and Si lver Lake colleges in 
Wisconsin also take his class. 
Paseman said his practical experience helped him in 
the classroom. 
"You see an awful lot of academic trash being written 
by people who have studied it in the library," Paseman 
said. 
His students say they're glad Cardinal Stritch is offer-
ing the class. 
"Sept. II gave me a focus," said Elizabeth Duck, a 
senior political science and biology major. "I knew I 
wanted to get into some sort of enforcement, some sort 
of international work. I think Sept. II really solidified 
the fact that we need more people who know about the 
Middle East." 
At UW-Madison, a professor added books about the 
Taliban and Afghanistan to his course on Central As ia, 
and a class that places students in criminal justice agen-
cies spent time dealing with students' fears on the job. 
Colleges across the country are doing the same. 
Within days of Sept. II, the University of California at 
Los Angeles created 49 seminars-from "Poetry and 
Jeffrey Phelps/Milwaukee Journal Sentinel 
Floyd Paseman teaches a terrorism class at Cardinal Stritch University as students from other Wisconsin universities 
look on through television video feeds. 
Loss" to "National Security in the 21st Century." 
UCLA's fast reaction was astonishing, given the usual 
glacial pace of establishing courses or hiring new staff at 
universities. 
The federal government likes what it sees. 
After Sept. II, federal agencies discovered they lacked 
a sufficient number of translators for languages such as 
Arabic, Farsi and Pashto and had to appeal to the public 
for volunteers. 
Since then, the White House and Congress have 
backed plans to spend $20.5 million more on fellow-
ships for the study of those and other languages, estab-
lishment of four academic centers to study regions such 
as the Middle East, as well as the creation of three lan-
guage training centers at U.S. universities. 
Officials at UW-Madison are looking at ways to get 
some of the new money as well as more of the existing 
funds. 
Before Sept. II, the university had been trying to 
improve its Middle East studies program, and there was 
talk of establishing a Center for International Studies. 
After Sept. I ( the resolve to pursue those things has 
steeled, said Gilles Bousquet, dean of international stud-
ies at UW-Madison. 
The university is trying to hire two new professors, one 
for Islamic law and the other for Islamic politics. 
Still, it's questionable how long this renewed interest 
in foreign affairs wi ll last. 
The last time there was such demand for Arab-speak-
ing professors was during the oil embargo in the 1970s, 
professors said. 
"There's something disturbing about the way our cui-
ture goes through these things-there 's so much amne-
sia," said Patrice Petro, the senior director of the Center 
for International Education at the University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. 
Funding could make a difference, some said. 
"When you have a greater amount of funding, this is 
the kind of carrot that universities respond to," said Uli 
Schamiloglu, who teaches courses on Central Asia at 
UW-Madison. 
Student demand also makes a difference. 
In Paseman's recent class, terrorism's extensive histo-
ry shocks some of the students. Who knew that so many 
thousands had died in Europe at the hands of terrorist 
groups? Who knew that some of those groups have long 
had sympathizers in the United States? 
Paseman doesn't mince words, but he also doesn 't pre-
tend everything is black and white. 
He notes that, since the inception of the Irish 
Republican Anny in 1969, the group has been responsi-
ble for more than 2,000 deaths. A student from one of 
the remote sites asks why the British don 't leave 
Northern Ireland. 
Paseman replies that the problem is complicated: 'The 
British have legitimate rights in Northern Ireland. 
Additionally, they have fears of a slaughter of the 
Protestants should they abruptly pull out." 
Then, Paseman turns to a British exchange student and 
asks for hi s insights. The student says he is Protestant, 
that there are indeed other viewpoints, and that he will 
give his opinions in his presentation on the IRA later. 
To which Paseman replied, "Don't be afraid to let it all 
hang out. That is why we are here." 
Many older students are returning to college 
By Jan Jarvis 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
Across the country the most educated 
generation ever is hitting the books and 
pumping up college enrollment. 
In 2001, an estimated 20.8 percent of 
U.S. college students were 35 or older, 
according to the National Center for 
Education Statistics. That's up from 11.7 
percent in 1980. 
Dubbed nontraditional students, they 
make up about 18 percent of the enroll-
ment at Dallas-Fort Worth area colleges 
where baby boomers are gravitating 
toward everything from noncredit cours-
es in watercolor painting to career-
enhancing graduate degrees. 
Some hope to bounce back from layoffs 
with new, economy-proof degrees. 
Others are looking for more meaningful 
work or want to indulge a lifelong love 
for learning. 
Those who take the noncredit route are 
increasing college revenues while pursu-
ing new interests . . . 
Cindy Carter of North Rtchla~d Htlls, 
Texas, is among those spre~dmg her 
wings as a student. After ratsmg four 
children, she recently returned to co llege, 
hoping to turn her love of babies into a 
nursing career. 
"I really expected to be looked down 
upon just being older," said Carter, 44, a 
University of Texas at Arlington student. 
"But what I found that I wasn't at a dis-
advantage because of my prior life expe-
riences., 
At UT-Arlington, 17 percent of the stu-
dents are 35 or older, up from about 12 
percent in 1989 when the youngest 
boomers were finishing college. 
About 70 percent of the 15,000 students 
enrolled in UT-Arlington continuing edu-
cation courses are older than 35, said 
Cannen Martinez, assistant director of 
continuing education. 
The number of older students at Tarrant 
County College in Arl ington has 
remained steady for three years, with 
17.8 percent of students older than 35. 
The campus has long offered computer 
and business courses for career enhance-
ment. 
But at Southern Methodist University in 
Dallas, fewer than 3 percent of under-
graduates are older than 35, while 30 per-
cent of graduate students are 35 to 64, 
spokeswoman Janet Raglan said. 
At the University of North Texas in 
Denton, 4 7. 7 percent of graduate students 
are 31 or older, though boomers make up 
only 6.8 percent of the undergraduate 
population. In 1991 , nearly 60 percent of 
the graduate school students were 31 or 
older. 
After earning a degree in fashion mer-
chandising 16 years ago and working a 
decade in the fie ld, Georgia Anderson 
returned to college to study architecture. 
The timing was right for a new career, 
said Anderson, of Grand Prairie, Texas. 
"We're too old to be kids, and we're too 
young to retire," said Anderson, a 46-
year-old Tarrant County College 
Southeast student. "But we're not too old 
that we can't do a career change." 
The trend among baby boomers has 
been a financial boon to colleges. Older 
students represent another market beyond 
the traditional pool of students, said 
Roddy Wolper, a UNT spokesman. 
At UT-Arlington, continuing education 
has become a moneymaker, program 
director Wayne Duke said. 
Three years ago, the university was 
spending $1 million to subsidize continu-
ing education courses such as yoga and 
computers. 
Today, continuing education has made 
more than $2 million for the university. 
The most popular fields for the older 
students are nursing, education and busi-
ness. 
Advanced nurse practitioners. for 
example, often find flexible hours, inde-
pendence and starting pay at about 
$55,000 annually. At UT-Arl ington's 
graduate school of nursing, 62 percent of 
the students are baby boomers. The mean 
age is 39. 
"People see nursing more as an oppor-
tunity than they did 10 years ago," said 
Susan Grove, the nursing graduate 
school's assistant dean. 
" It is good to know, once you graduate, 
you'll have a job, and in nursing you'll 
have a job forever." 
Graduate- level business, education, 
nursing and social work degrees often 
attract older students to TCU, said Joael 
McMullen, director of transfer admis-
sion. 
''They know that when they get that 
degree, it's more likely they'll get a job 
afterward," she said. "Business is a very 
practical degree and much more likely 
for older students than something like 
music." 
For some baby boomers who return to 
school, the advantages go beyond getting 
a job or learning a new skill. 
"It keeps you young," Anderson said. 
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TUESDAY. MARC H 26. 2002 
2:00pm. FULL-TIME FACULTY READING: Gary Joltnoon, Eric M ay, 
Shawn Shiflett. Host: Betty Shiflett. Columbia College Residence Hall, 
731 S. Plymouth Court, Chicago 
3:30 pm, FROM HERE TO THERE. A PANEL ON PUBLISHING AND 
PROMOTION: Dana Albarella, Sentor Ed•tor. Harper Collins: Gary Mon1s, literary 
Agent. Davtd Black Literary Agency: Scott Rettberg , co-founder and Executive 
Director of Electrontc Literature Orgamzatton: Dan Smetanka, Executive Editor. 
Ballant•ne Books; and SUI Young, President. Midwest Media. Moderator: John 
Schuttz. The Chicago Conspiracy Trial. Columbia College Residence Hall, 731 s. 
Plymouth Court, Chicago 
5:30pm. READING: John Ed&ar Wideman, MacArthur Genius Grant recipient: 
author of numerous books InCluding Philadelphia Are. Brothers and Keepers. and 
Hoop Roots. Auditorium, Harold Washington Ubrary Center, 400 S. State Street , 
Chlcato 
7:00pm. IS THERE A WORKING-CLASS FICTION? A ROUNDTABLE 
DISCUSSION: John Edgar Wideman: Edwldge Dantk:at, Breath. £yes. Memory; 
Knk? Krak!: The Farming of Bones: John McNally. Troublemakers: Joe Meno. How 
the Hula G1rl Sings: Tender as Hellfire: Dawn Turner Trice. An Eighth of August; 
Only Twtce l"ve Wished for Heaven: and Irvine Welsh, Trainspotring: Filth; Glue. 
Moderator: Don De Grazla. American Skin. Auditorium, Harold Washington 
Ubrary Center 
WEDNESDAY . MARCH 27 . 2002 
12:30 pm. READING AND CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHOR: Dawn 
Turner Trice. Columbia College Faculty Lounge, 1.1th Floor, 624 S. Michigan 
Avenue, Chicago 
5:30pm. READINGS: A. Manette Ansay, L1mbo: A Memolf: Vmegar H1ll (Oprah 
Book Club selection): Edwldge Dantlcat, Breath, Eyes, Memory (Oprah Book Club 
selectiOn). Auditorium, Harold Washington Library Center 
7:30pm. WRITING AFTER SEPTEMBER 11TH. A ROUNDTABLE 
DISCUSS ION: A. Manette Ansay; Edwldge Oantlcat: John McNally, Joe Meno, 
Irvine Welsh. Moderator: Randall Albers, Cha~r. Fiction Writing Department. 
Columb1a College Ch1cago. Auditorium, Harold Washington Library Center 
Tuesday and Wednesday evemng events are sponsored in part by the Ch1cago 
Public Library. * 
Part-Time Phone 
Work Available! 
Focused & energetic interviewers 
needed@ Loop research Co. to 
conduct nationwide phone surveys 
on PM/Weekend shifts. Phone 
experience preferred but not 
mandatory. Flexible hours & com-
petitive wage. bilinguals welcome. 
Interested? 
Call Mr. Harris@ 312-423-4013 
(Mon. - Fri. 10am-3pm) 
Central Camera Co. 
-----------------------------------------------
Photographic Headquarters 
Since 1899 - Our 1 03rd Year 
We Offer LOW PRICES EVERYDAy 
Plus An 
Additional : Solo OFF For Students & Faculty 
On Most FILM; AUDIO. DV. or VIDEO 
TAPE; PAPER; CHEMISTRY; & OTHER 
SUPPLY PURCHASES. 
~~~~~ 
FREE S HIPPING 
FOR ORDERS OVER 'SO 00 & 
UNDER 10 LOS. IN THE 
CttelGOLANO AREA wrTH USE 
OF VlSA,IdC OR DISCOVER 
31 £-.. , 1 -..,..,oO 
FAX: 31 2·427-8998 
1-B00-421·1899 
0uls.ldllloca1AutoCod"l. 
230 S. Wabash Ave. 
CHICAGO, ll 60604 
WE ACCEPT VISA·MC·AMEX·OISC 
M·F 8. 3().5 30 • Sal 8 30· 5 00 
www.centralcamera.com 
W e T a k e P asspor t Pho t os 
The 
CULTURE, CLASS, & CONFLICT 
THURSDAY . MARCH 28. 2002 
2:00pm. FULL-TIME FACULTY OPEN MIC READING. Andy Allec<ettl, Don 
0e Grazla, Ann Hemenway, Betty Shtftett, John Schultz. and others. Hokln 
Gallery, Columbia College Chlcato. 623 S. Wabash Avenue, Chk:ato 
7:00pm. TROUBLEMAKERS: LITERARY ROCK AND ROLL 
READINGS: John McNally. Troublemakers: Joe Meno. How the Hula Girl Sings: 
Irvine w etsh. Tramspotting. Host: Patricia Ann McNair. After-Readmg 
Celebration: Music mixed by OJ Spin Master Irvine Welsh. Open to all ages. 
The Metro, 3730 N. Clarl< Street. Chlcato. 773-54~203. (M) 
FRIDAY. MARCH 29. 2002 
4:30pm, FICTION WRITING DEPARTMENT STUDENT BOARD 
OPEN MIC READING. Hokln Gallery, Columbia Collep Chk:ato 
7:00pm, READINGS IN THE RAW. The Ftetion Writing Department's 
Graduate Student Reading Series. Hokln GaUery, Columbia CoUege Chlcaco, 
623 S. Wabash Avenue, Chlcato 
THIS PROGRAM MADE POSSIBLE IN PART BY A GRANT FROM THE 
ILLINOIS HUMANITIES COUNCIL. The National Endowment for the Humanities. 
and the IllinOIS General Assembly. lllonu~•tt ........ n ...... c .... ncd 
Host hotel: The Crowne Plaza Silversmith, 10 S. Wabash Avenue. Chicago. 
Superior rooms at a discount to all Story Week Festival attendees. Ask for 
Story Week rate. 312-37CROWNE (312·372·7696) 
ALL EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
General Information: http:/ /interactive.colum.edu/ fw/ : 
Fiction Wr1t1ng Department, 312·344-7611: email StoryWeek@popmait.colum.edu. 
Med1a Information: Sheryl Johnston. 773-472-2254: ema11 SheryljohnstooOaol.com 
CPOU cred1t available: for Information, call 312·344-7861 
From Top: A. Manette Ansay. John 
Edgar Wtdcman. Dawn Turner 
Tr~cc. lrwne Welsh. Ed.,., ldge 
Dant,cill. John McNally. Joe Meno 
Applications for the 2002-2003 
John Fischetti Scholarship are 
now available in the Journalism 
Department, Suite 1300, 
624 S. Michigan Ave. 
All full-time Columbia College students, 
including graduate students and incoming 
transfer students, who specialize in print or 
broadcast journalism, photojou.rnalism, edito-
rial art or political cartooning, are eligible to 
apply. Awards are based on academic merit, 
financial need and service in the student's 
speciality (i.e., internships, work on student 
publications or productions). Twenty-one 
scholarships, up to $2,000 each, were award-
ed for 2001-2002. 
THE APPLICATION DEADLINE IS 
APRIL 19, 2002 
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CHICAGO COLLEGIATE PRIDE FEST 
presents 
A national discussion 
featuring: u rvashi v aid 
(former NGLTF activist) and 
Richard Tafel 
(Log Cabin Republicans). 
Moderated by 
Dwight McBride. 
Chair of African American 
Studies. University of Illinois 
at Chicago 






emcee for the day 
Suggested donation -$5:00 at the 
door. For more information. 
please contact Victoria Shannon 
at vshannon@popmail.colum.edu 
or 312 3tH 8591 
A not-for-profit intercollegiate 
day of academic events and 
entertainment focusing on 
Student Activism 
and the future of 
LGBTQA 
Movement 
Saturday, April6, 2002 
Chicago Cultural Center 
77 East Randolf 
3:00 - 10:00 p.m. 
Entertainment by 
• Ellen Rosner 
• Hysterical Women 
e About Face Theatre 
e Big Smith 
• The Drag Kings 
e Betty Blu and Her 
Fabulous Drag Queens 
Sponsors: 
University of Illinois at Chicago 
Columbia College Chicago 
University of Chicago 
Northwestern Univers ity 
Loyola University 
The School of the Art Institute 
Chicago Commission on Human 




Columbia Chronicle Editorial 
Golden rule gets the shaft 
In society, there are unspoken rules that 
govern our lives. Some of these rules go 
back to the beginning of t ime. These 
unwritten laws were undoubtedly put 
into effect to improve relations among 
the inhabitants of the earth. Over the 
years, however, et iquette and cordia l 
do's and don' ts have taken a back seat to 
our ever-growing "me first" appetite. An 
unfortunate casualty in the ever-chang-
ing quest for se lf- fulfillm ent is the gold-
en rule. 
The golden rule, which simply states, 
"Do unto others as you would have them 
do unto you," dates back to Biblical 
times. For generations, count less homo 
sapiens were embedded with a moral istic 
va lue that calls for universal harmony 
among the human race . 
The <tuthor of the phrase surely had a 
vision of the eutopia that could be 
reached if everybody took it upon them-
selves to be a nice person. By s imply 
doing unto others in the model o f the 
golden rule, wars could be eliminated, 
there would be no hate- o nly love. 
Sounds Hallmark-ish, but this could and 
should be a rea lity. 
There would be no need to purchase 
arms to protect your pe rsonal property if 
everyone followed the golden rule. 
There wou ld be no such thing as the 
privileged and the underprivileged 
because everybody would be working on 
the same level. 
If you are following the golden rule, 
you are there to help your fe llow man 
through times of distress. You would 
offer genu ine goodhearted help a ll in the 
name of civil duty. 
Somewhere down the road, the go lden 
rule got ditched. Maybe it happened 
somewhere between imperiali sm and 
capita li sm. Or maybe the golden rule 
standard was set at an unreasonably high 
mark, being that there is so much one can 
gain by disregarding the we ll-being of 
others. After a ll , se lf-p reservation is a 
natural law. 
Who has time to run around opening 
doors for others, tak ing time out of a 
heav il y loaded day to utter words like 
" Please " "Excuse me" and "Thank 
you"? ' In a soc iety that is oriented 
toward a system that a llows every man 
and woman to get his or her share of the 
pie, the go lden ru le has been helplessly 
stored away in the dusty corners of the 
human psyche. 
Unfortunate as it may be, good man-
ners have been rep laced by narcissism 
and bad attitudes. Gone are the days of 
"ma'am" and "sir" and the usage of 
euphemisms just for the sake of polite-
ness. 
Look for more opinions online 
March 18, 2002 
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at Smokers have rights, too 
www.ColumbiaChronicle.com 
U.S. war efforts must be supported 
By Dustin Klass 
Sports Editor 
As Americans, we should appreciate 
every thing the brave men and women 
of our military have done for us. 
Walking around the ha llways at 
Columbia, it is pathetic to see how 
many ant i-war signs are posted. 
Our mi litary is defend ing our coun-
try with pride and honor. It is yet to 
be determined how the people leading 
these anti-war movements appreciate 
what our military is doing by risk ing 
their li ves. 
Unfortunately, war is a part of li fe. 
It is not pretty and not enjoyable, but 
sometimes it has just cause. Freedom 
is not free, and every once in a while 
it costs something. 
The war on terror has a jus t cause . 
It is necessary to elim inate those who 
planned the Sept. II attacks and those 
who are planning future attacks on 
Ame rica . These evi l terrorists came 
into our country and ki lled thousands 
o f innocent people. It is ha rd to imag-
tnc anyone not want ing to bring them 
to just ice . 
llowcvcr, there arc a se lect few in 
our society who, for whatever reason, 
arc agatn~t the war on terror. Whether 
these people arc pacifists or arc just 
aga inst thi s war, they have to undcr-
~tand that hy not taking action aga inst 
terrorism, more innocent people arc 
going to die. 
·1 he f Jnited States cannot send peo-
ple over to Afghanistan and hope to 
negotiate with psydwpaths. The tcr-
rori~ts wi ll just put a bu llet through 
our soldiers' heads and move o n to 
planning the next attack on our coun-
try. 
If history tells us anything, it s ays 
that we must keep fighting the war on 
terror until we e liminate terror cells 
around the wo rld. Take a look back at 
previous wars. If it were not fo r war, 
we would not have o ur democracy. 
If it were not for war, slavery would 
not have been abolished. If it were 
not for war, Hitle r would not have 
been overthrown and we might be 
speaking German or living in a com-
munist country. If the United States 
docs not fini sh the war on terror we 
will not be free from terrorism. 
The world wi II never be I 00 percent 
safe, but by e liminating most terrorists 
our world will be a bette r place. 
We as Americans should stop and 
think about the sacrifices that o ur 
troops have made in order to pro tect 
our freedom. So many soldiers have 
paid the ultimate price to defend our 
freedom, and to think that the re are 
peop le who do not even appreciate 
that is just baffl ing. 
We should be thanking our milita ry 
every chance we get. Every year, mil-
l io ns of people pack up and move to 
Amer ica from other count ries to pur-
sue a better life. Our ve te rans and 
current so ldiers arc responsible for 
prov idi ng those opportunities. 
Most Americans understand the 
importance of the war on terror. As 
for those who think that this war docs 
not have a just cause or that it is 
unnecessary, they should go take 
another look at hi story to rea lize that 
war is a part of humani ty. 
By Becky Crowe 
Staff Writer 
As American citizens, we a ll are 
g iven certain rights and freedoms. Laws 
are made for the safety of people, but 
sometimes the law takes away the 
rights of a certain group of people. 
This is the reality of American law, 
however-that we have to accept the 
rights of all citizens. Being able to 
smoke in public is a right that some 
people want to take away because they 
don' t like smoking. 
Every day, students stand outside to 
smoke. There have been many times 
when a nonsmoker passes by and has to 
go through a cloud of smoke in order to 
enter a bui lding. While some non-
smokers don't mind walking past smok-
ers, there are always a few people who 
complain. 
People will complain no matter what 
laws are passed to a lleviate nonsmok-
ers' concerns. The one thing people 
fo rget is that smokers have rights too. 
Smokers used to be able to smoke 
wherever they pleased. Then, restau-
rants became div ided into two sections. 
Public building owners-except for 
restaurants and bars-are barred from 
a llowing smoking inside. The smokers 
were pushed outside so the nonsmokers 
could breathe eas ily. 
This is understandable. What is 
wrong with the si tuation is that now 
people are angry because people stand 
outside to smoke and it is inconvenient 
to have to pass by them in order to get 
into a building. 
When it comes to smoking in apart-
ments, some land lords do not allow it. 
Some schools have suggested that there 
should be no smoking in dorms. There 
nrc only a few schools who ban smok-
ing dorms, however, more may follow 
soon. If this were to happen it would 
not be fa ir to the students. 
By banning smoking in dorms the 
student is not left with many options. 
At many schools, freshmen who decide 
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to reside on campus are required to live 
in the dorms. Because there is no other 
living arrangement, the student would 
be forced to live in a situation that is 
not desirable to them. 
Dorms are a student's home and they 
should, within reason, be able to do 
what they want where they live. 
Currently, smokers are housed on the 
upper floors so the smoke does not 
bother the nons mokers. But the possi-
bility that a school may take away the 
rights of a student who chooses to 
smoke is frightening. 
There has to be a give and take in 
order for any situation to work. So far 
the smokers have given, and the non-
smokers have taken. There is no happy 
medium because one side has had to 
give up far more than the other has. 
People complain about secorid hand 
smoke and the harm that it causes them . 
How harmful is it to pass by a smoker 
for a period of five seconds? Then 
there is the concern that c igarette 
smoke smells. I agree, cigarette smoke 
does smell and is annoy ing. I also feel 
the same way about some people's per-
fume and cologne, but I would never 
ask them not to wear it just because it 
bothers me. 
When people decided to make a 
"World Smokers Day," 
www.backli.lsh.com responded by writ-
ing: "There is no quest ion smokers 
have rights: Under present law, they 
have the right to smoke and reek a ll 
they want. What tars the teeth of these 
rank ruffians is that they are now pro-
h ibited from foisting their filthy habit 
o fT onto the rest of us." 
I have never h~ard of any smoker 
intentionally smoking just to harm a 
nonsmoker. That notion is ridiculous. 
We have been persecuted enough for 
our choice and it is about time that 
someone stood up for smokers' rights. 
Until it is illegal to smoke, respect 
the rights of others as th~y respect 
yours . It is our right to smoke and it is 
your right not to smoke. We respect 
your decisions, p lease respect ours. 
Chronicle email addrea~ta: 
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Youth vote missing in primary 
By Georgia Evdoxladls 
Copy Chief 
Who are you going to vote for on 
March 19? Perhaps a better question may 
be are you going to vote at all? Do you 
even know there is an election? 
Chances are, if you are between the 
ages of 18 and 24, you either don't know 
or don't care about the upcoming lllinois 
primary. In 1996, according to the 
Federal Election Commission Illinois 
voters 18-24 years of age set ~ record 
low at non-presidential primaries, with 
a whoppmg 9 percent voter turnout. 
Young voters clearly don 't think pri-
mane~ a~e Important. They probably 
seem mstgmficant. Some would-be 
voters think it's pointless to vote 
because they don't even know who the 
candidates are. 
If you're one of the people not planning 
on voting tomorrow, consider these facts: 
Republican front-runner Jim Ryan 
doesn' t support the right to an abortion 
even in cases of rape or incest. Pat ' 
O ' Malley, his closest competition, agrees. 
Almost every candidate for governor at 
least claims to oppose gun contro l 
Downstate, where the Second Amendment 
vote is huge. 
Democratic hopeful Rod Blagojevich 
has a Democratic juggernaut behind him, 
despue the fact that he was one of a hand-
ful of congressional Democrats who voted 
against federalizing airport security. Why 
did he do this? To curry favor with 
unions who strongly opposed the measure. 
Getting worried yet? 
You should be, because the way we li ve 
our lives in the coming years will be a 
direct result of how we vote in this elec-
tion. Taxes, scholarships, jobs- Illinois 
policy on these matters will be decided by 
politicians. When younger voters 
don't motivate them-
selves to get 
the polls, our 
interests are left in the dust. 
The only interests that are guaranteed 
protection will be those of the groups that 
go out and vote. Why is it that politicians 
always make sure that Medicare and 
Social Security are taken care of after they 
get elected? One simple reason: Old peo-
ple vote . It 's not pretty, but it 's true. 
Just imagine what our lives would be 
like if all 18- to 24-year olds voted. 
Higher education would be free. We 
would all have access to health care whi le 
in college. We could get subsidies from 
the government to get apartments and buy 
cars. 
One thing's for certain-marijuana 
would instantly be decriminali zed. 
Maybe all of this sounds like ridiculous 
hypothesizing to you, but that mindset is 
what keeps our interests out of serious 
political conversations. If we voted we 
could make politicians talk about what's 
important to us, not what's important to 
our grandparents. 
Maybe Sen. Strom Thurmond (R-S .C.), 
who ran for president against Harry S. 
Truman and is 99 years old, would have 
been forced to retire before this year. 
Maybe we could develop a third party, or 
introduce some truly radical ideas into the 
political arena. The point is there is no 
limit to what we could accomplish if only 
we would get ourselves out and vote. 
Go to a Chicago Sun-7imes or a 
Chicago Tribune Web site and look up 
their endorsements. Read what the polit i-
cians say they stand for, pick someone not 
too offensive, and vote. 
Even if you' re not registered to vote in 
the primary, it's not too late to get into the 
fray. Go out, get registered, and vote in 
ovember. 
So, for my sake, and your own, please 
vote. Our government should get around 
to representing us before we become sen-
ior citizens. 
Saudi peace plan a take-all for Arabs 
By Katie Walsh 
Commentary Editor 
1----------------------------~~ij~ under the authority 
I of people like 
America, and the 
rest of the world, 
took an enormous 
insult to its collec-
tive intelligence last 
week. It seems the 
Saudis think that 
the Western world 
is easily fooled by 
their ridiculous 
"complete peace" 
plan. Hopefully the 
West is not so blind. 
I have just one 
question for 
Saudis and the 
entire Arab world 
that seems to think 
this is an ideal plan: 
Who exactly gets 
complete peace out 
of this plan? This 
supposedly com-
plete plan demands 
that Israel give up a hefty chunk of land 
to the Palestinians in order to create a 
Palestinian state with, get this, Jerusa lem 
as the capitol city. 
The Arab world has two problems-
very big ones. 
One is that they simply cannot face 
modern reality. This reality being that 
they wi ll never get everything they really 
want. Undeniably Israe l has this problem 
too, but not to the extent of the Arab 
nat ions. There is no way that the Saudis 
actually think they wi ll get Jerusalem 
from Israel. While it is the Muslim's 
third-holiest city it is the Jewish religion 's 
first-holiest city and there is no way the 
Jewish community is going to a llow 
Jerusalem to be turned over to Muslims. 
The Arab community needs to realize 
that not a ll of their demands wi ll be met, 
and they should not expect them to. But 
the Arab people seem demanding-they 
want a ll or nothing. This mystifies me. 
There are thousands of Palest inian 
refugees in need of land. The Palestinians 
are among some of the poorest people in 
the Middle East. While I do not expect 
the common Palestinian civilian to g rasp 
this concept, I would expect the Arafats of 
the Arab world to understand that every-
thing occurs in stages and that some land 
is better than no land and continued 
killing. 
Israel needs to understand this as well. 
They cannot realistically expect Arafat to 
step down. Even though that is what 
Sharon says he wants, with whom would 
he then deal? The Palestinians have no 
one else bringing anything to the table for 
Sharon, other than possibly some activists 
in Hamas or another terrori st organization. 
Israel needs to g ive back some of what 
they have taken. Allowing thousands of 
poor refugee children and adults to go 
homeless and hungry is unacceptable and 
negligent on the part of the Israe li people. 
They a lso need to give a little to get a lit-
tl e. 
The second problem in the Arab world 
is that there is no way that they can guar-
antee complete peace to Israel and 
Palestine as long as Arafat and the other 
Arab leaders continue to a llow terrorist 
organizations to operate out of contro l in 
their countries. 
To say that the Saudi plan g ives Israel 
"complete peace from Arab nations" is a 
blatant lie, and don't think for a minute 
that the Saudis don 't know this. 
The only way this could be true is if ter-
rorist groups were operating directly 
should there be. 




claims that it is not 
harboring any ter-
rorist groups that it 




Israel rightfu lly 
demands that 
Arafat step up and 
take charge of 
groups like Hamas 
and Islamic Jihad. 
He has proven time 
and time again that 
he will not take the 
upper hand and 
gain control of 
groups like these. 
Until he docs, there 
wi ll never be any 
kind of agreement 
with Israe l, nor 
Under the Saudi plan Arafat is le ft with-
out responsibi lity. He is not held account-
able for his people's actions. Arafat has 
really never been held accountable fo r his 
actions, until the recent large mi Jitary 
attacks by Israel. Saudi Foreign Minister 
Saud a i-Faisal says that Israe l must "show 
its good fai th toward peace." What al-
Faisa l fai ls to mention is that the 
Palestinian authority must show good 
faith toward peace as wei I. They have 
fai led continuously to show any kind of 
peace in their actions so fa r. 
The Arab world thinks it should have no 
culpabi lity in maki ng peace with Israe l. 
They have the audacity to throw out a 
peace plan that flat-out lies to Israel. The 
Israelis should be insulted by this claim of 
complete peace and throw out some 
demands of their own. 
The Arab world needs to unders tand the 
reality that they do not inhabit this world 
alone. They also need to make demands 
on their own people to end the violence 
and gain the peace that is so desperately 
needed. Until they grasp this obvious 
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12 Commentary March 18, 2002 
CARTOON CONTEST WINNERS! 
COWMBIA'S 
VOICES 
Amiri Baraka on the 
front page 
I am highly disappointed that the 
Amiri Baraka campus visit was not 
given priori ty over Jesse Jackson Jr. 
The Chronicle should have had Amiri 
Baraka on tJ1f cover of its paper. 
Without At~i Baraka's literary voice 
and call fo~cial modification, 
activists an ,!pol itical leaders such as 








u is uwati>mable that as an institu-
tion of ITtghes learning we would neg-
lect to ~nO'tvledge the greatness that 
is {h'C el'libodi.ment of Amiri Baraka. 
Eruife c~sJ:£ such as lntro. to Black 
Tltfliterjll!~ocused primarily on this 
icon's '~~et we decide to place a 
meager pOI\lJCal figure on the cover. It 
is apparent .iiat the powers that be at 
the Chronic:(! have no idea how vast 
and intluent tal Amiri Baraka 's work is, 
or e lse he would have been given 
appropriate accreditation. 
S'POS£ THIS MEANS I I 
FLUNKED MY DRIVERS TEST :> 
-Amy-Rebecca F. Ford/Reader 
(.(IIHED srATr.S oF NAu.zcA 
II/C. 
.. 
Error in candidate's 
first name 
The Chronicle made a mistake in the 
State Treasure r section of the election 
coverage section last issue. The 
Democratic candidate running for that 
office is Tom Dart, not Daniel Dart. 
- Brian Lavin/Reader 
Tell us what you think of what 
we're giving to you. The 
Chronicle would like to hear 
from you! 
Submit your thoughts on any-. 
thing you read in the Chronicle 
in a letter to the editor. 
: 
o< 
The Columbia ChrQnicle photo poll 
Question: Are you going vote In Tuesday's election? 
Emmax Letshwiti 
Senior/Radio 
"No, I' m not from the 




"Yes because that 's our 
voice for what we want for our 
country. I linally have a choice 
to put in rny vo ice." 
Didier Velazques 
Junior/Marketing 




" I' m planning on it. I think 








"Yes, because I am 18. I 
think voting is important. 
People died for us to be nble 
to vote." 










FRIDAY, APRIL 26, 
2002 
10 AM - 4 PM 
ROOM 701 
623 SOUTH WABASH BUILDING 
GARM ENTS M UST BE TURNED 
IN COMPLETELY FINISHED 
APPLICATIONS MUST BE FI LLED 
OUT COMPLETELY, AND 
ATTACHED SECURELY TO 
THE GARMENT 
Columbia Chronicle 13 
QUESTIONS? 
CONTACT ADAM KERN AT 
ADAMOOA14@A0LCOM OR 
KELLY ROHLFS AT 
KELKEL 7 79@AOL.COM 
CALL FOR WORK 
CO L LEGE C H ICAGO FASHION COLUMBIA 2002 / FASHION SHOW 
14 Columbia Chronicle 
c;.~ckec:rue~ 
1 --<.e<Slca,t .. .a"'l & P '-4b 
Featuring: 
Chicago Style Pan Pizza 
Steaks and Chops 
Famous Baby-Back Ribs 
Fresh Seafood 
and more ... 
Family dining with Children's menu 
Private Party Rooms Available 
Groups up to 200 people 
Full Bar Service 
March 18, 2002 
The Bradford Group is an 
international company and the leader in 
direct marketing of limited-edition 
collectibles. We hire top talent; we support 
initiative and encourage creativity 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE 
If you are an innovative, results oriented individual, 
The Bradford Group, the world leader in limited-edition 
collectibles, has an opportunity for you. 
Responsibilities of the position; 
Individual is responsible for assisting product development man-
agers in concepting and developing product series and preparing 
product presentation to the company. You will also be responsible 
for managing schedules for artists, overseeing contact with artists, 
and various other project management tasks. 
Skills and qualifications necessary to perform tasks: 
BA or BFA degree in Art, Art History, Fine/Studio Arts, 
Illustration, Product Design, Graphic Design. Strong internship 
experience or a minimum of two years experience preferred. 
Experience in a clerical and/or art/craft environment a major plus. 
Artistic skill s preferred. Must possess excellent organizational 
skills, strong communication sk ills and be detail oriented. 
Knowledge of MAC/PC including Excel, and Word. 
We offer a competitive salary and benefits package, as well as 
casual work environment. 
Please send resumes to: The Bradford Group, 9333 N. Milwaukee 
Avenue, Attn: Human Resources - PKIPDA/CC, Niles, IL 60714. 
Fax: 847-58 1-8630. 
Emai l: pking@bradfordexchange.com. 
Visit us at: www.collectiblestoday.com 
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer 
BE ADVISED: 
• IS 
Apri~ 12, 2002. 
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A Celebration of 
Columbia College Women 
Please join us on From 3:00-6:00 pm Columbia College 
Tuesday, March 19 for a performance of Students are invited 
at the Conaway Bobbi Wilsyn 's band to perform. 




pm followed by an drinks will be 
Open Mic--· served. 
• Bobbi Wilsyn's Band "SHE" All Genders 
are inlited • Open Mic 
• Free Food 
16 Columbia Chronicle Mlrcll18, 2002 
Organ Donor A\Nareness Day 2002 
MEDITERRANEAN CAFE 
OPEN : MON DAY- F R IDAY N OON - 7PM 
I 0°/o DISCOUNT TO 
STUDENTS AFTER 4 
224 Sout h W ab ash Avenue, 




Proceeds to benefit the Regional Organ Bank of Illinois 
Prizes Include: 
•Movie passes for one year 
•$50 certificate to Nike 
•Fiddler on the Roof tickets 
•Restaurant certificates: including 
Mike Ditka's 
•Teeth whitening gift certificate 
Sponsored By: 
Public Relations Student Society of America 
Home of the 
Famous Hackneyburger since 1939. 
O pen 7 days a week for lunch & dinner; brealdast on weekends. 
10% off. 
Moncby ttlru Thurs<Ay only. N ot valid with~ oc.her offer. 
One coupon ~table. Otftr expio'<s 4-30-02. 
733 S. Dearborn (at Polk). (31 2) 461 - 11 16 
DO YO\\ \\1\V E As,_A:-
There is a non-steriod drug being studied 
in asthma right now. 
You may be eligible to take part in thjs research stydy jf yoy: 
./Are 18-70 years old 
./Are a non-smoker 
./Have had asthma for at least 6 months 
./Have chronic asthma reqUiring inhaled steriods 
RECEIVE AT NO COST: 
STUDY DRUG OFFICE VISITS LAB TESTS ASTHMA MONITORSUP 
TO $1680.00 COMPENSATION 
~ 108-366-9300 
Edward E. Llsberg, MD River Forest, Illinois 
arts 
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By Ed Bark 
Andy Richter 
'Controls the Universe' 
The Dallas Morning News "See, anything can happen. Including what usually does," he says before rising for real and doing a linle inner-ear excavation with his hand dandy index finger. That's 
how most of us start the day, no? 
In Andy Richter's old arena-late-night talk shows-no one's made 
a bigger post-couch splash than Joey Bishop's one-time side-
kick, Regis Philbin. 
Ed McMahon has done all right, both during and after his 
guffaw-athon with Johnny Carson. And Hugh Downs pros-
pered anew after supporting Carson's "Tonight Show" pre-
decessor, Jack Paar. 
Richter, a faithful companion for seven years on NBC's 
"Late Night with Conan O'Brien," now is daring to be the 
name-in-the-title star of Fox's chuckly "Andy Richter 
Controls the Universe." 
Although not a laugh riot just yet, it's clever and funny 
enough to keep its star on a medium-high front burner. With 
Drew Carey on the wane, this puts him in position to become 
America's favorite male chub-a-lub. 
As for controlling the universe, he doesn't. Richter plays 
hapless Andy, writer of technical manuals for a swallow-'em-
up and spit-'em-out Chicago company which also employs the 
other members of a nicely meshed ensemble cast. 
Once at work, Andy encounters his new office mate, oddball Byron (Jonathan 
Slavin). The show also includes periodic visitations by the company's elderly, formal-
ly dressed founder, who's apparently a complete figment of Andy 's imagination, but 
maybe not. He makes Andy feel indispensable with encouraging words such as, 
"You're very much like me. Except you're weak and you're fat." 
The show's repeated bobs, weaves 
and reboots are both its strength and .----------------, 
its weakness. Some of Andy 's imag-
ined reveries are funny, but Tuesday's 
premiere has a too few groaners and 
false starts. The second episode fares 
bener, and the third is a near-gem. 
His supervisor and longtime pal Jessica is played by luscious Paget 
Brewster, who is terrific in the first two half hours and even bener in 
the third episode. 
That's the one where Andy lucks 
into great sex with a beautiful former 
high school classmate, only to dis-
cover she's a bigot. He then tries to 
balance the moral equation by volun-
teering at a Jewish community center. 
Meanwhile, Jessica finds that she can 
cut to the chase at boring board meet-
ings by attending them dead-tired 
after staying up all night. Everyone's 
impressed when she blurts, "Drink 
The ladies' man, Keith, is played by James Patrick Stuart. (We 
pause now for a briefbaby-boomer time tunnel trip. Stuart is the 
e ldest son of Chad Stuart, who used to be part of the Chad & 
Jeremy pop duo. Cool, huh?) 
Keith, an impossibly handsome slacker, has been 
dating Andy's dream woman, receptionist Wendy 
(Irene Molloy). In an imagined opening sequence 
Tuesday night, Andy wakes up to Wendy in a red 
negligee after another imagined sequence in 
which he electrocutes himself 
yourself a glass of shut-up juice, '------------------' 
because we're done here." 
This puts "Andy Richter Controls the Universe" on the right collJ'1ie. It gets funnier 
with each episode, reducing the number of clunkers and upping the funny stuff. Even 
without a laugh track. 
One downer is Richter 's show replaces the fine college freshman comedy 
"Undeclared," which now seems doomed after consistently scraping near-bonom in 
the weekly Nielsen ratings. 
"Andy Richter Controls the Universe" might be a little too loopy to fare all that much 
bener. But here's hoping you'll come to think the world of it. 
Rock Hall of Fame uncotks late '70s vintage and it's kinda flat 
By David Hinckley 
New York Daily News 
It doesn't diminish the artists who will be inducted into 
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame at the Waldorf on 
Monday- Isaac Hayes, Brenda Lee, Tom Peny and the 
Heartbreakers, Gene Pitney, the Ramones and the Talking 
Heads-to say that most music fans don't expect this to be 
the Hall 's most electri fy ing night. 
It's a solid group. Recognition for Pitney and Lee is long 
overdue, and punk and New Wave fans have to like the 
Ramones and the Talking Heads. 
But the class of 2002 does not have the starlight pre vi-
ous classes got from the Beatles, Chuck Berry, the 
Stones, Dylan, the Temptations or Springsteen. 
That is not good news for the Hall in at least this one 
sense: The brighter the stars, the more people are like-
ly to say, "Hon, let's go to Cleveland" which is where 
the Hall is. 
But then, the Hall has always been ambivalent about 
promoting the induction at all, largely because many 
artists and music people prefer a family gathering to a 
slick commercial event. 
Since the first dinner in 1986, it has evolved into 
something halfway between. VIII films it, then runs 
highlights two nights later. In some ways, naturally, 
this pleases no one- just as the selection of inductees 
still leaves many fo lks annoyed. Ozzy Osbourne 
declares every year that until the Hall lets the 
fans pick the winners, he's not interested. The Ramones (left) and the Talking Heads (above). 
The I Jail staff itself meanwhile, is quietly try-
ing to establish Cleveland as a serious archival and 
research center, not just a place to look at cool stu IT. 
But like every institution, the Hall wants people to 
use it- a task that's easier when a new class includes 
artists to whom a ll music fans are irresistibly drawn. 
The trouble is, the new-candidate pool now is the 
late 1970s-25 years after an artist's first record-
ing- and by the late '70s, rock 'n ' roll was being sys-
- · •~""'""' tematically subdivided into niches by the music and 
radio industries. 
Yes, Michael Jackson crossed over. But a Freddie 
or a Millie Jackson could be a huge star in R&B and 
unheard of in pop. Conversely, R&B fans might 
never hear any Bob Seger. Meanwhile, pop radio ignored 
the Ramoncs and Talking I leads. While rap " as becoming 
the country 's most popular music, pop radio was try ing to 
ignore or k iII it. 
The implications of popular mus ic becoming less of a 
common cultura l currency go \\ ell beyond the Rock and 
Rollllall of Fame, o r course. While we don't all ha\ e the 
same taste, certain artists arc pan of the American tongue. 
Evcl')·bod) ~new Frank and Ella. Evcrybod) knc" Louis 
Armstrong, Benny Goodman. Ellington. E' c~ bod) rec-
ognized Chuck, the Bcatlcs and Elv is. Evc~·bod~ spoke 
Motown. 
That part or the good old days was good. 
Lisa Loeb's third CD, 
'Cake And Pie' 
18 am~ March 18, 2002 
Graphic designer exhibits work at Slick's Lounge 
By Michael Hlrtzer 
A&E Editor 
Each week, dozens of flyers pass through people's 
hands like the wind. The thought of going to the adver-
tised event is barely a pos~ibil i ty as most of the flyers go 
unread. But some promotional flyers are not only read, 
but also kept as a memento of the now. They're an ide-
alistic vision of annotated music: young people in hip 
styles connected hy wires to technologically innovative 
beats- it's the feeling you get when you dance to inex-
plicable pulsating rhythms. all drawn out on paper. 
Ray Noland, who will exhibit his art at Slick's Lounge 
from March 19ro Apri l 2. has been designing flyers ior 
various compamcs since 1995. 
Schooled a~ a sculptor and print maker at the School 
of the Art Institute. he gained experience with Adobe 
Illustrator while working at Propaganda. aT -shirt print-
er. He said people would come in and ask for a certain 
logo. which he would then bootleg. 
He's a self-taught computer graphic technician, as the 
industry has only recently been widely taught in 
schools. He said that traditional training has helped him 
create a distinctive style. 
"Most people who are designing these days design 
everything on the computer, and a lot of times they all 
have a similar look," he said from his Logan Square 
apartment. "I can illustrate something that's totally me 
and incorporate that into the computer." 
In "Symbolic Communication" Noland plays on 
NASA's "We come in peace" diagram. in which turnta-
bles are placed in the center of a man and a woman's 
chest while they hold hands (each one's life revolves 
around music and their holding hands indicates a 
mixer). Most of Noland's work has multiple layers and 
futuristic themes, as well as a grounded, earthy feel. 
Noland. a thin, 29-year-old black man, was introduced 
to underground Chicago night life when he started 
going to Derrick Carter and Mark Farina's loft parties 
on Milwaukee Avenue during Chicago's second gener-
ation of house music in I992. Only later did he begin 
to design the flyers for such events under the Evolution 
Greenhouse guise. 
Besides the obvious urban influences, Noland said 
he's inspired by found objects like old 7ime-ufe and 
science books found in thrift stores, as well as other 
artists like Gordon Parks. New City's Chris Ware and 
the Designer's Republic. 
lllustratioos by Ray Noland'Ourkive 
(Above) An ad for Wax Records. (Right) An Illustration of 
Common originally appeared In URB magazine. 
His last staff position was associate art director/production manag-
er at the Los Angeles-based electronic music magazine, URB. 
After a year, Noland resigned and moved back to Chicago. He felt 
that hi s "creative scope" was becoming stifled as too much of his 
time was spent doing paperwork and tracking down deadline-defy-
ing wri ters. 
Now, under Ourkive, Noland is free of the "corporate treadmill" 
and working freelance. Chicago 's graphic design market isn't as 
flooded as Los Angeles', but finding work isn't always easy with a 
one-man operation. 
"Living freelance is a hard life. I' ve lived poor, eating ramen noo-
dles and potatoes, so I'm used to that," he said . "It doesn't bother 
me, but I'm getting to the point right now where people are coming 
to me, wanting my style. It's getting a lot better." 
He's done work for Eckll clothing, Wax Records and Erykah 
Badu. Aside from other freelance work, including Stance maga-
zine, he's currently Slick's Lounge art director. 
The reception fo r Ray Noland's exhibit is March 19, at Slick 's 
Lounge, II 15 N. North Branch St., from 6 to 9 p.m. Visit his Web 
site at www.ourkive.net. 
Check out the Chronicle's new message 
board at www.columbiachronicle.com 
OPENS TONICHT FOR TWO WEEKS ONLY! 
PRUNE 
ALWAYS fRESH- NEYER STALE I 
... . t:h• t111t If ltnden hringa hit ALL NEW hit ahow te Chlugel ~-14 fyiJ18' ChRIStl ,<Rentzi 
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_,, ,,,, ,,.,,. 
k?f' of th~ ~es is none 
original television cop of ~lghtics, 
''TJ. Hooker" (William Shatn.el pl.~ing 
himself). DeNlro'a real-M~ <Uu tor, 
Drena DeNiro, aliO ata.ra in.,the fi m all 
Russo's aldekick/asalstant. O.J. 
Simpson's famed auorney, Johnny 
Cochrano 11!10 maw a cameo appear-
"I'll try tt un yt11 1 u1tl" 
-J111JI1 M111• 
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The Shu~ert Tht1t11 • M1reh U-24 
C1ll 312-902-1500 '· 
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ance. . 
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Ia foracttable. The purpose of the film ls 
to make a,adlenco lauah. a, II doct, 
but, a · etory could" have addod 
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20 arts&~ March 18, 2002 
'The Waverly Gallery' has Co_lumbl~ connections 
By Murad Toor 
Staff Writer 
"The Waverly Gallery," directed by 
Columbia theater instructors Susan Padveen 
and Jeff Ginsberg, is a comic drama about 
aging, family devotion and loss, set in pres-
ent-day New York City. 
"Part of the whole ethos of Columbia is 
that faculty are also trying to keep a hand in 
the professional world." Ginsberg said. "All 
the people in the Theater department are 
also acting. directi ng, designing or doing 
voiceovcrs. We can'tjust teach. It nourish-
es us anistically to bring back to the class-
room the lessons we learn from the profes-
sional world." 
Local theater company Pegasus Players is 
performing the Chicago premiere of the 
play wrillcn by Kenneth Lonergan. "The 
Waverly Ga llery" was a finalist for the 
Pulitzer Prize in 200 1. 
The elderly Gladys Green, played by 
Judith Hoppe. is a former lawyer who owns 
a ga llery in Manhanan 's Greenwich Vi llage. 
Gladys'mental decline. due to Alzheimer's, 
is central to the story. Her daughter, son-in-
law. grandson and an artist whose work is 
on display in her gallery round out the cast 
o f characters. 
Ginsberg said the play shows how some 
people work through dealing with their 
responsibi lities. "In the play they pretend 
that Gladys is more able to deal with her dis-
abi lity than she rea lly is," he said. 
Padveen said the play is wonderful 
because it docsn 't fall into extended emo-
tions. " It's very spare. It looks at the lillie 
moments. The characters are complex," she 
said. "They don't easily fall into a category 
or point of view. It's about not the big deci-
sions but the day-to-day moments that one 
faces when dealing with a relati ve or loved 
o ne who has Alzheimers." 
Benjamin Montague plays Gladys' grand-
son Dan, the narrator and lead character. 
The play's storytelling device is through 
Dan's monologues, delivered in the present 
tense and re ferring to action that happened 
in the past. 
Montague said the monologues are almost 
therapeutic. Each leads directly into the fol-
lowing act. Dan tells everything he possible 
can, according to Montague, and what 
remains after has to be seen. 
Dan and his mother Ellen, played by 
Lauric Larson. struggle wi th Gladys' condi-
tion. As Gladys loses her memory and 
much of her ability to function, Dan and 
Ellen are losing G ladys. They deal with 
their loss by growing closer to each other. 
The other characters dea l with Gladys in 
different ways. 
Gladys' son-in-law Howard is her daugh-
ter Ellen ·s second husband, and stepfather to 
Ellen's son Dan. Howard's relationship to 
hi s mother-in- law is initiall y distant but as 
the story progresses he proves to be more 
complex than that; he's compassionate after 
all. Just as his wi fe 's mother becomes more 
difficult to live with in her old age. hi s own 
parents begin to decline. 
Lawrence Garner plays Howard. He said, 
"The character has a superficial gruffness 
about him. He's perhaps not the best li sten-
er in the world, which is ironic for a psychi-
at ris t and psychoanalyst." 
Don, played by Scott Aiello, is the artist. 
His role shows how Gladys impacts people 
outside of her immediate family. He's not a 
stranger and he's not an intimate. He knows 
Gladys princ ipally as a gallery owner. 
Although he's not especially close to Gladys 
he is important to the progression of the 
story, because his responses to her are less 
'Stein' qives fresh look 
to romantic comedy 
By Bridget O'Shea 
Staff Writer 
The words "romantic co medy" can 
somet imes sugges t anothe r variation o n 
a story that's been do ne many times 
before. However, the new indie fi lm 
"Kiss ing Jessica Stei n" takes a differ-
ent approach to thi s genre by introduc-
ing new ideas about dating. This film 
rai ses the question of what happens 
when you blur the line between fr iends 
and romance. 
"Kissing Jessica Stein" is a unique 
comedy abo ut a s uccessfu l but neurotic 
New Yo rk journa lis t who's having con-
s iderable trouble in the dating scene . 
When s he learns th a t her youn ger 
brother is going to get married , s he 
dec ides to take actio n to e nd her da ting 
woes. 
Jessica goes on a spree o f dates, a ll of 
which turn o ut d isastrous. On a w him, 
s he decides to ans wer a perso na l ad 
placed in the "wome n seeking women" 
sectio n. Re luc tantl y, s he ventu res o ut 
o n a date with Helen, an art dea ler. To 
Jess ica 's surp rise, the t wo o f them 
bond immediately. 
What fo llows is a unique ly rea l and 
e xperimental re la tionship fill ed wi th 
hilario usly awkward mo ments. By the 
time her bro ther ' s weddin g co mes 
a ro und , Jess ica rea lizes s he mus t 
d eci de if she wants to te ll her fami ly 
abo ut He len . She a lso has to decide if 
the re lat io nship w ith Helen is wha t s he 
rea ll y wants. 
" Kissi ng Jess ica Stein" is a new way 
of looking a t the age-o ld problems that 
a rc involved in d ating. Despite a few 
c lic he moments, the courts hi p between 
Jessica and Helen is fill ed with au the n-
tic ity from both s ides . 
J ess ica's c ha rac te r, (Je nnife r 
Westfeldl) can be a lillie neurotic nnd 
nai ve a t times. However, it i ~ inte res t· 
ing to see the trans formation of her 
charac te r fro m an overwroug ht , ne r v-
o us and career-ahsorbed Journa lis t to a 
cor;fident woman with a strong und 
www.kissingjessicastein.com 
Jessica Stein (Jennifer Westfeldt) blurs the 
lines between friendship and love with a 
woman she meets through a personal ad. 
c lear sense of herse lf. 
Overa ll , "Kiss ing Jessica Stein" has a 
be lievable and orig ina l p lot. Altho ugh 
Jess ica want ing to hide he r re latio ns hip 
w ith He len fro m her fami ly is an idea 
that 's been done before, the chemis try 
between Jess ica a nd He le n is s tro ng 
e no ugh to pull it o ff. 
"Kiss ing Jess ica Ste in" was w ritte n 
by Westfe ldt and llcathcr Jucrgcnscn 
(Helen) . Wcs tfc ldt and Juergcnsen have 
a lso co-written an o ff- !J roadway s tage 
pl ay, "Lipshtick ." Much of the dia · 
Iogue in " Kissing Jess ica S tei n" docs 
not sound fo rced or unn:Hural. Many 
reviews c laim that s ince Wcstfe ldt und 
Jucrgensen ha ve wr itte n and ucted 
together before , they know the ir c har -
ac te rs and each other very well . 
Direc ted by C har les l!c rm:ln -
Wurrnfe ld , "Kissi ng Jess ica S te in" is n 
unique ro mant ic comedy wi th believ-
able cha ruc te rs and un un pred ie tublc 
ending . This movi e hus u unique wuy o f 
c~p loring the iueu of scxuul cu riosi ty 
anc.l the gray nreu be twee n frie ndsh ip 
nnd intimncy. "Kiss ing Jess lcn S te in" 
opened March 13. 
Photo by Robert Foolhorap 
Ellen (Laurie Larson) struggles with Alzheimer's disease in 'The Waverly Gallery,' 
playing at the O'Rourke Center. 
filtered compared to her fam ily mem-
bers. Gladys confides in Don as she pro-
gresses towards disorientation. 
" It's interesting that Gladys chose Don 
to be her confidant because Don was in 
his own world himself," Aiello said. 
"Don was a character in hi s own world." 
Aiello described his character as easy 
going, patient and genial, and grateful to 
have hi s work displayed at the gallery. 
"He's so happy to be there in the firs t 
place." 
and the backdrops break away from right 
angles. The tops of the backdrops in the 
unit set s lope roughly diagonally down-
ward, left to right, in a curvi linear fash-
ion. Thei r curvature recalls the shape of 
the Guggenhe im museum's spiraling 
form, and possibly refers to Gladys' spi-
ral into dementia. 
Padveen and Ginsberg have collaborat-
ed on a number of projects over the 
years. 
Columbia faculty member Frances 
Maggio did the costume design. 
The set, designed by Jack Magaw. is 
stylish and contemporary. The colors are 
mostly beige, earth tones, mostly beige, 
"The Waverly Gallery" is playing 
through April 14 at the O'Rourke Center, 
Truman College, 1/45 W. Wilson Ave. 
Tickets range from $15 - $25 and are 
available at the box office or by calling 
(773) 878-9761. 
Superbowl XXXVI 
released on DVD 
ByDougNye 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
The official video o f the New 
England Patriots' s tirring 20- 17 
victory over the St. Louis Rams in 
Super Bowl XXXVI is now avail -
able in two formats. 
NFL Films. releasing through 
USA Ho me Entertai nment, has 
issued the Super Bowl highlights on 
VHS ($ 14 .95) and, for the first 
time, on DVD ($ 19 .95). 
The DVD is a dandy. Not o nl y 
docs it vivid ly fo llow New 
England's season and post-season 
action, but a lso features various 
neat extras. 
There is "The NFL's Salute to 
America"- with segments of the 
various red. white and blue celebra-
tions in stadi ums aro und the coun-
try-as a response the terrorist 
attacks o f Sept. ll . 
Also inc luded are U2's Super 
Bowl halftime performance, and a 
look back at the 1976 Patrio ts , 
which made th is Super Bowl a lo ng 
wi th profiles on Pa ts' legends G ino 
Cappelletti and Steve Grogan. 
NFL Fi lms' Dave 
Pctri lus s aid doing 
the DVD provided 
some additional 
work, but hi s c rew 
was pre pared . 
" We d id like a pro-
to type wi th las t 
year' s Super Bowl," 
Pe trilus said d uring n 
recent te lephone con -
versation . "Thnt 
he lped bccnusc we 
knew goi ng into this 
seusn n cxnctl y w hnt 
we needed ." 
cameras and shoots "roughly" 
between 80,000 to 100,000 feet of 
fi lm. Even while the game is in 
progress, the first half footage is 
flown back to New York via charter 
jet. 
"When you go throug h it. there 
are plays from every angle imagina-
ble. We had to get some footage 
ready fo r HBO [" Inside the NFL") 
whi le a lso working o'n the high-
lights video. T his turnaround is lit-
tle quicker than othe r videos we 
do." 
The Super Bow l DVD was ready 
to go j ust 30 days after the final 
play of the game. L ike most people. 
Pe trilus fi gured the Rams would 
win easi ly. 
" I got everything planned with 
that in mind," Petrilus said with a 
laugh . "By halftime I started to 
change those plans." 
The VHS or DVD can be ordered 
at NFL com or by calling (877) 
NFL-SHOP. 
i\ccmdin~ to 
Pc trilus . NFL lilms 
usc us mnny us 2:1 
AP~vldJ. P~ 
Football fans can now watch the Patriots upset the 
Roms In Superbowl XXXVI on OVD. 
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By Lasha Seniuk 
Tribune/Knight Ridder 
Aries (March 21-Apri120). Home relations and family decisions may 
now require special consideration. Early Tuesday watch for friends and 
lovers to ask probing questions. Expect your answers to be thoroughly 
scrutinized. At present, loved ones may need a clarification of motives. 
Wednesday through Saturday the financial news is good. Improved 
business or money communications will lead to new confidence and 
better team relations. Fast progress is accented. Publicly discuss all 
ideas. 
Taurus (April21-May 20). Romantic communications will intensi-
fy before midweek. Watch for recently moody or distant loved ones to 
now express strong passions and concrete proposals. Private romantic 
triangles will this week be brought into public view. Remain cautious 
and respond honestly to all requests. After Friday an unusual or polit-
ically motivated social invitation may cause controversy. Expect jeal-
ousy, past history and competing egos to be a key theme. It will be an 
emotional few days. Stay alert. 
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Romantic partners and long-term friends 
may this week request more attention than usual. Over the next eight 
days many Gemini will experience a deepening of love relationships 
and the arrival of exciting social outlets. Public image and personal 
style will now inspi re vital growth between loved ones. Expect the 
overtures of potential lovers to be almost irresistible. Late Saturday 
romance will flourish. Rekindled love, fast promises and powerful sen-
suality are accented. 
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Short-term friends may be extremely 
moody this week. Watch for a new acquaintance or colleague to pub-
licly challenge the ideas of others. Key issues may involve recent 
romantic attractions or rare social triangles. Remain diplomatic. Others 
will now make quick assumptions based on their own needs. After 
Thursday business announcements are distracting. New projects and 
unusual team assignments will soon bring significant advancement. 
Stay focused. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Loved ones may be irritable over the next few 
days. Expect difficult contracts, workplace disputes or past romantic 
attractions to now bring controversy. A close friend or lover may soon 
ask for clarification of long-term plans, daily work obligations and 
romantic history. Remain patient. Although tempers are high, social 
harmony will soon emerge. After Friday avoid financial promises. 
New short-term goals and a revised budget may trigger heated discus-
sions. · 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Over the next few days an unusual social 
triangle or subtle disagreement between friends may create ongoing 
tensions. Key issues involve canceled plans, changed social priorities 
or the introduction of new friendships. Give friends and loved ones 
extra time to sort out their feelings. At present, self-doubt may be high. 
After midweek watch also for a work official or colleague to abandon 
an important project. New information will soon be forthcoming. 
Remain cautious. 
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). Home finances are now a concern. After 
Tuesday expect family decisions to enter a brief phase of confusion o r 
open debate. Some Libra may now wish to expand their romantic life, 
family responsibi lities or home relationships. If so, expect delays and 
mild disagreements for the next 18 days. Stay focused, however. New 
family or romantic growth will eventually bring positive rewards. Late 
Saturday a highly creative business idea may arrive. Prepare detailed 
plans. 
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21 ). Over the next few days a unique work-
place introduction may lead to romance or an exciting social invitation. 
Although practical duties may have recently felt sluggish or unevent-
ful, a refreshing attraction will soon provide distraction. Enjoy new 
flirtations but refuse to ignore key duties. Over the next 18 days offi-
cials will be monitoring daily efforts. After Saturday an older relative 
may request more of your attention. Don't disappoint. Support is need-
ed. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21 ). Physical attraction and public confi-
dence may soon draw a rare romantic flirtation into your soc ial circle. 
Over the next few days be prepared to deal with the emotional needs, 
desires or observations of a new friend or potential lover. Bold expres-
sion and intriguing sensuality are accented. Expect mild controversy 
and sudden social changes. Stay balanced and avoid unethical trian-
gles. Fast romantic beginnings may this week cause mistruSt between 
friends. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). Recent social or romantic power strug-
gles will now quickly fade. Over the next few days many Capricorns 
will resolve ongoing differences with loved ones. Key issues may 
involve past romantic history, family obligations or unusual pubhc 
behavior. All now begins to fit neatly into place. Remain patient and 
wait for loved ones to ask for acceptance and advice. It will be a pow-
erful few days. Stay dedicated to long-term romantic growth and all 
will be well . 
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19). Business decisions are tricky this week. 
After Tuesday expect colleagues and offic ials to strongly disagre~ on 
appropriate actions. Key differences may involve new communtca-
tions systems, written documents or policies toward customers. 
Remain quietly detached and recognize this as a silly power struggle. 
Revised methods will be introduced before early Apnl. Later thts week 
a social promise may also be misleading. Expect cancellations, delays 
and vague excuses. 
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20). Early this week a lover or I.ong-term 
friend may demand detailed explanatio~s or ask embarrassm~ ~~es­
tions. React with graceful diplomacy. Pnvate doubt and sel f-cntt~tsm 
may have existed for several weeks. At present, wtthheld emottons, 
social mistakes or past family expectations ~e deeply f7It. Offer con-
crete suggestions. For loved ones, the emottonal mystenes of the past 
now need to be permanently resolved. . . 
If your birthday is this week . .. hvmg arrangements, property 
agreements and shared financial proposa ls will soon need !O be evalu-
ated. Key areas of concern may involve past debts, soc tal htstory or the 
daily habits of loved ones. After mtd-June watch also for .a powerful 
wave of creativity and romance. New love affatrs and rekmdled pas-
sion in recently stalled relationships are bo~ accented .. Settle. all lon.g-
term romantic issues by early August. EmotiOnal dects tons wtll be dt f-
ficult throughout the fall and winter months. 
Monday, March 18 
Jim Gai1oretto and Strings 
Columbia College Concert Hall 
1014 S. Michigan Ave. 
12:30 to 1:20pm 
Thesday, March 19 
Jazz Gallery 
Lobby of Columbia College 
Concert Hall 
600 S. Michigan Ave. 
3 to 6 pm 
In honor of Women's History Month 
Conaway Muticu1tural Center, 
1104 S. Wabash Ave. 
Performance ofBohhi Wilsyn's band, 
HSHE" 
Conaway Multicultural Center 
1104 South Wabash Ave. 
3 to6pm 
Ted Hogarth Quartet 
Columbia College Concert Hall 
main floor 1014 S . Michigan Ave. 
8pm 
Wednesday, March 20 
Philip Seward in Concert 
Columbia College Concert Hall 
1014 S. Michigan Ave. 
12:30 to J :20 pm 
Thursday, March 21 
Opening Reception 
The Museum of Contemporary 
Photography, 600 S. Michigan Ave. 
5to 7 pm 
Crane, Carey, Lutter Exhibition 
The Museum of 
Contemporary Photography 
600 S. Michigan Ave. 
Monday-Friday, I 0 to 5 pm: Thursday 
till 8 pm; Saturday, noon to 5 pm. 
Alan Michael Parker poetry reading 
Columbia College Concert Hall 
1014 S. Michigan Ave. 
5:30 to 7 pm 
Friday, March 22 
Crane, Carey, Lutter Exhibition 
The Museum of 
Contemporary Photography 
600 S. Michigan Avenue 
4to 8 p.m. 
Crane, Carey, Lutter Exhibition 
The Museum of 
Contemporary Photography 
600 S. Michigan Ave. 
Monday-Friday, I 0 to 5 pm: Thursday 
till 8 pm; Saturday, noon to 5 pm. 
Multi-Cultural Drama Team auditions 
72 E. II th St. room 307 
4 to 8 pm 
FOXWORTH ALTMAN ROBERT CHELSEA£ 
prQVQURN 
,m ... ., DANIEL SULLIVAN 
MARCH 26-APRIL 7 • (312) 902-1400 
THE SHUBERT THEATRE 
rultl 1•1 u u .. ll outl TICKETS AVAILA I LE AT All IAOAOWAY IH C HI CAGO I O)C Off iC ES· TIC KE THASTEk COH 
-.aDWaY' ,.. au c •• ~o • "·" 1 ~:oP •o•• • "'' •os • • 01 '" 1 u ' -•o ~~ 'f:ICKerD'IBSaer "u l tf£11 COCO\ Uf\ Il l •c. 10 ..... -· o t.u•t OT ao: •· t \ . 




L---------------' ' friendlY atm<(ISpjl,ete_ 
what You 
By Cathleen Loud 
Staff Writer 
Always in search of that great comer bar where the 
music is good, the drinks are,cheap and the bartenders 
are cute? Utopia may not be tOO far away! 
Six years ago owner Mark Kwiatkowski introduced 






what quieter than work." Tile 
friends and continue 
plush couches Thursdays with . 
don't have to go too domestic and $3 nal view 
a pool table in the y.ou import bottles while · 
moves with the stick. ' - you shake it with the 
March 18, 2002 
The Blue Room i:; the place to bo<ijpe ThUrsday _ DJ. 
through Saturday, when a DJ is spinning the newest Next time you're -looking for a cool place to hang w.\th 
grooves. The Blue Room is decor;rted wjtb .hip artwork friends or 'a night to get num- on the dance floor, check 
done by local artist Jeff Zimmem~an. 'Colorful and 'out Joy Blue. lt's located at 140l"W: Ix:YingParkRd. and 
eclectic, it's the art that gives the Blue Room a funky they're open Monday through Friday from 5 p.m. to 2 
aura. Couches line the far wall underneath the artwork a.m., Saturday from 5 p.m. to 3 a.m. and Sunday from 7 
and small cocktail tables dot the area. There's a small p.J:!l. to 2 a.m. For more infonnation call (773) 477-
stage so if you're feeling !ike a d iva, get your butt up and 3330. · 
Having your cake 
and eating your pie, too 
By Cathleen Loud 
Staff Writer 
A mixture of pop, edgy rock and a little bit of folk is what Lisa Loeb 
serves up with her newest release, Cake And Pie. The a lbum features 
12 original songs composed or co-written by Loeb and a mixture of 
other songwriters and producers, including Randy Scruggs, Dweezil 
Zappa, Glen Ballard and Peter Collins. Bob Clearmountian and Jack 
Joseph Puig bring their talents to the album too. 
Her debut album, Tails, was released in 1994. Prior to the album 
release, Loeb was an unsigned artist whose song "Stay" was included 
in the film "Reality Bites." Loeb became the only unsigned artist to 
ever have a No. I single. Eventually she signed to Geffen Records 
and released her second album, Firecracker, in 1997 _ 
On Cake And Pie, Loeb's 
distinct voice chirps about .----
introspection, the trial s and 
tribulations of life and, of 
course, love. She has a knack 
for capturing the parts of 
everyday life, the mundane and 
the joyful, that we all go 
through. 
The di sc's first song, "The 
Way It Really Is," features 
plainspoken lyrics, an intimate 
acoustic sound and a rock 'n' 
roll edge. The song captures 
the confusion of reality and 
ill usion in a relationship. 
"Someone You Should Know," 
is about people finding what 
they need within themselves. 
Although it seems like a 
c liche, for this fema le pop 
singer/songwriter it is an 
underlining theme throughout lisa Loeb just released her third 
the a lbum. Even the title of the album, Cake And Pie. 
album, Cake And Pie, boasts 
this philosophy of getting what you want and appreciating it. 
" It 's my way of saying there should be no limits, you should strive 
for everything possible in your life," Loeb said in a press release 
about the new album. 
Lo<:b offers surprising mus ical variety. She experiments with many 
different sounds, mainly more intense rock 'n' roll and stronger 
rhythms. The unique sounds give the tlibum a nice balance, and occa-
sionally, Loeb reverts to her former self, the one whom we a ll know 
from the hit singles "Stay" and " I Do." 
"Kick Start," a folksy tune, is about a romance gone stale , while "We 
Could Still Be Together'' is a rock 'n ' roll type of pop song that was 
featured in the film " Legally Blonde." l.ocb croons about love and 
reminds listeners that although everyone has flaws, a relationship can 
continue. 
Overall, Loeb takes some risks mus ically and tries to add some fla-
vor to the ~taleness of pop that she 's been known fi1r. If you're look-
ing for something brand new and totally innovative, Cuke And l'lc 
probably i~n'tthc disc to check out. Hut if you' re a l.oeb lim, you' ll 
he entertained and maybe even ~urpriscd hy the diversity ofhcr exten-
• ive talents. l.11eh'~ firmiliar voice i ~ reu~suring. She's like an old 
friend whu 'q been uway fi>r a while; the orrc wirer hus growrr up und 
hall wrnethirrK to ~uy now 
THE 
~ .................... .................... . 
RECOMMENDS 
The Stone Boudoir is a remarkable collection of 
stories about the unknown villages of Sicily, 
from the acclaimed author of Mattanza. 
A provocative combination of fiction 
and reflection by an award-winning 
writer that explores the question of 
why women love the way they do. 
A bittersweet memoir of falling in 
love with books, ideas, and the fight 
for social justice- from the sixties to 
the present- by one nf the most 
brilliant feminist thinkers nf our time. 
A 
Earn Free Books! 
Columbl• Bookstore Sec store for details 
Torco Bldg • ph 312/427·4000 • olollottcom 
C.~Wl'f C.hi ~V4W1Wle...&-- 0o~~ 
Spend the summer 
changing a child's 
perspective of the 
~----· • 
Bring your talent and experience to Camp Chi this summer. 
Teach kids ages 9 to 16 the creative and technical aspects 
of radio and video production. Chi's professional studios are 
set in a fun, camp environment that inspires creative work. 
Now hiring: 
Radio Specialist: Direct Camp Chi's 
private J!M radio station WCHI 98.7. 
Produce campers' live broadcasts, 
coordinate remote reporting, manage 
programming, train on-air talent, 
supervise script writing and more. 
Video Specialist: Produce and edit 
camper videos. Train campers in 
camera operation, editing, sound, 
storyboarding, lighting, production 
and special effects. 
To apply on-line, visit us at www.campchi.com 
or call847.272.2301 to request an application. ~ c.+.~P 
Camp Ch i is the co-ed overnight camp of the JCCs of Chicago CHI 
located in the Wisconsin Dells. Camp runs from Mid-june-Mid-August. 
..Aek ~;~<:>ov-1- 'f'"~'d il">d~'f'~nd~n-1- .,.-1-vdy 'f'O""""i~<:>ili-l-i~.,. f 
Great salarv • cool people • Unbeatable experience 
nd! r"' , , . ·) 1 ~ r'LC.\t flea c. 
A young marketing Management Team is currently 
seeking determined, self-starters who are looking 
for Career Advancement Opportunities. If your 
major is business or marketing, please call 
recruiters: Cheryl (312) 925-4591; Jean (773) 
771-2993; Leslie (773) 489-4647; or Vanea 
(773) 261-3402, for seminar information. 
24 Columbia Chronicle March 18, 2002 
FREE TICKETS 1111 •••• 
Stop by the Chronicle Office, Room 205, Wabash Building, to pick up a free ticket (Admit Two) 
to a Special Advance Showing of "1>1~ ,\TII TO S\lOOCIIl"' at the Pipers Alley Theotre on Monday, March 25. 
Tl(kett ore o~toAable while Juppll" last on a flnt-come, first· served 'bosh. 
Thill film l' r 111ed "R" for a.n!fUAfle and .c:.-u•l ~ruen.:e1. 
"~ •• <Jf~ under 17 will boe lldmilled lll lhe ttr.raue lo Ht t111t fllmuntcn ~comp~to~akd b 11 aNtnl 111 IIW.Iull 
March 18, 2002 
what IS 
C 0 l U jt~ l A S U R B A N A R T S F E S T i V A l 
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mmunization Dcadlin 
, ,~ April 12, 2002 
Sl..Y.UENTS BE AY!l · ; . 
. A $50.00Iiirn-witt0e added to 
your account· each semester 
until you comply. . 







10 Prayer closer 
14 Ms. Thurman 
15 Ustinov book 
16 Stand 
17 Have a meal 
18 Auto racer 
Senna 
19 Tiny insect pest 
20 Clip sheep 
22 Part of MGM 
24 Gamed a tune 
25 Preserving 
substance 
26 Guinness and 
Baldwtn 




32 Guilanst's fret 
work 
36 Irritated 
37 Single unit 
38 Boy king 
39 Res1stance 
measurement 
41 Dectmal figure 
42 Piece without a 
title 
44 Visa rival 
47 Coercion 
49 Body bulk 
50 Shop 
51 Bribes 




59 Home or most 
people 
61 Managed with 
less 
63 Picnic pest 
64 Agreement 
65 Penitentiary 
66 Dancer Murray 
67 0r _ 
68 Intuits 
69 Knight's title 
DOWN 
1 Wild stab 
2 Offutt AFB's 
neighbor 
3 Metal disk 
4 Jewish month 
5 Sportscaster 
Bob 
6 Jimmy Buffetl's 
dnnk? 
7 Bobolink 
8 Young salmon 
,g ~~s"~i~eon 
diamonds? 
11 Slate bordering 
Ontario 
12 NASA's ISS 
partner 
13 Final profit 
21 In a tizzy 
23 Once existed 
25 Watery fluids 
27 Doctor. at 
times 
28 Use credit 
30 Preferred one 





34 Overly anxious 
folk 
35 S1ar1 prinling !he 
news 
40 ·_ Miniver" 
Solutions 
H I S s 3 S N 3 s 3 s 1 3 
3 v Vi N 0 S I H d l :;) v d 
l N V o a 3 a v l'j V I s \f 
l \f 3 1 :;) H 0 1 I \f ~ 1 
0 1 s 0 s d 0 s 3 H 0 1 s 
0 s ~ 0 l s s 3 ~ n a 
a H v :;) ti 3 l s v l'j s n d 0 
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opportunity that you can 
build while you are going to 
school and fund your future. 
Call Toll Free 1-888-450-
2842 
AIRTECH Mexico, 
Carribean $250 Round Trip 
& Tax Other Worldwide 
destinations cheap. Book 
Tickets online! 




CATALOG! The source of 
Malcolm X, Farrakhan, and 
Muhammad Al i. 
FREE Message To The 
Blackman Quarterly 
Magazine with request. 
(770) 907-221 2 
Click • 
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Spec \aL~ At The 
Paying for college just got easier, 
with a job at UPS. 
Expenses con really odd up, but UPS has o groa t solu~on : 
money for my education, including tuition, books, fees and software programs. 
PACKAGE HANDLERS 
Steoc\y, Port-Time Jobs o $8.50-$9.50/hour 
Weekends & Holidays OK 0 Paid Voco~ons 
Consistent Work Sched ule 0 Great 8ene~ts 






(1400 S Jefferson St. o loop) 
Ph: 31 2·997·3749 
ADDISON 
(Army Trail & lombard Rds.) 
Ph: 63G-628-3737 
HODGKINS 
(I-55 & 1-294 o Sooth Suburbs) 
Ph: 1·888-4UPS· JOB 
Access Code: 4417 
Please coli our locili~os direct 
or coli our 24 hour job line ot: 
1·888·4UPS·JOB 
Access Code: 4417 
(La troducci6n en espoiiol 
ohoro es disponible) 
NORTHBROOK 
(Shermer & Willow Rds.) 
Ph: 847-480.6788 
PALATINE 




•Program guidelines o~. 
Pubtic bu, tronsportotion is available. 
Equal Opporlunity Employer 
#~ - llot w;..gs <cole Slaw, rolll $4.00 
11...:1118, 2002 
#2 - CISbev Chicklll Sllld (RoMai..e, cbicket~, grapes, chow Meitl tlooclltS, 
bo..ey leMotl dreSSitag J caSbewSl $4.00 
# 3 - SuSbi wrap (rice, wasabi, cucuMber, Seafood, pickled gi..gtr, dai\(otl 
radiSh, dai\(otl SproutS) $3.75 
Soup~ - Motlclay- Tur\(ty Noocllt TutSdly- (rtiM of Chickltl 
wtdtleSclay - Lttltil TburSclay - Frttlch Otliotl 
Basement of the Main Building 
Open: Monday- Thursday 8:00AM - 6:30 PM 
Friday 8:00AM - 3:00 PM 
Also visit the &laSS Curtait~ Cafe , 1104 S. Wabash, and the &tokit~ Cafe ,623 S. Wabash. 
Boardin' with Bill 
0 Sboro NYC team shows off their stuff 
By William Gorski 
Correspondent 
On March 7, Warp Skate Park hosted a demo of the 5boroNYC team. The Sboro 
!earn is on a I 0-d~y tour of the ~idwest and _is probably wrapping up the final leg of 
11 as. you read th1s. The team 1s pretty leg1t: no phony images, no G' d out wack 
hom1es, and definently no pampered prissy celebrities. 5boro is the real deal, which 
is probably the reason for their underrated image and low coverage in big magazines. 
Sboro riders at the demo included Aaron Suski, Josh "The Storming Mormon" 
Maready (winner of best trick at Tampa Am), Anthony Shetler, and Dan Pensy l. 
There really isn't much to say about this demo except a bunch of down-to-earth guys 
came a ll the way from New York City to promote skateboarding and 5boro. Dan 
Pensyl said that Sboro is an underground team and that's where they want to stay. 
5boro and owner of Warp Skatepark, Randy Swanson, made the team's visit that 
much better with an after-hour session. Locals had a chance to skate and hang out 
with the team. 
If you missed the demo, you can see where the team is headed next and check out the 
riders for yourself at www.Sboro.com. 
Friends! Countrymen! Columbians! 
Lend me your ear! The Ides of March 
has passed, yet it has taken its legal toll 
on m.any spotts world Caesars. The first 
being Darryl Strawberry. 
pended license and 
holding an open bottle 
of beer when he 
allegedly refused a 
blood alcohol test. 
Doc's court date is set 
for April 30. 
Photos by William Gooki 
(Left) Anthony Shetler 360 flips. (Above) Aaron Suski kickflip back lipslides. 
team into the Washington Generals of 
hockey. Will the Hansons and the lone 
Baldwin succeed? Make it a 
Blockbuster night and find out. 
(Note to washed-up Met'i/Yanks All-
Stars: Stay out of Tampa, Fla.) 
Strawberry decided to spend the big 4-0 
in jail this year, after violating the "Thou 
shall not fornicate with thy neighbor" 
rule at the Phoenix House in Tampa, Fla., 
the drug treatment center where he has 
been residing for the last two years under 
house arrest. Strawberry was also 
kicked out for exchanging autographed 
baseballs for cigarettes, handing out cig-
arettes, skipping medication time, carry-
ing too much money on him, shaving his 
head, and for being confrontational at 
counseling sessions. This probation vio-
lation is Strawberry's unprecedented 
sixth and leaves the eight-time major -
league all-star and I 983 Rookie of the 
Year facing a possible 18 months in 
prison. 
What will an authen-
tic Derek Jeter glove 
fetch at a spotts mem-
orabilia store? 
Ruben Rivera got 
$2,500 for the one he 
stole from the 
Yankees shortstop's 
spring training locker. 
"I didn't kill anyone," 
Rivera claims. " I just 
made a mistake and 
Bad news for University of Nebraska 
cheerleaders: dangerous stunts like 
pyramids, basket tosses, handsprings 
and flips will be banned next year. 
Comhusker brass says that 57 percent of 
all catastrophic injuries to female col-
lege and high school athletes are a result 
of cheerleading. The decision comes 
five years after Tracy Jensen suffered a 
broken neck during squad practice. 
~!aiiEIILc.JU_.IIioii!ill~!llii~I!IIIIIL-.JL,,.--::-1.!:.:2 Jensen reportedly received $2.1 million 
Photo illustratioo by Ryan Saunders in a settlement with NU. 
Strawberry's former teammate, Dwight 
Gooden, has legal troubles as well. Doc 
pleaded innocent this week to drunken 
driving in a Tampa court. Gooden was 
arrested last month after being pulled 
over while swerving his 2002 Cadillac 
Escalade around a Tampa expressway. 
Gooden was repordedly driving on a sus-
Saunders (Second from left): The fourth, and often forgotten "It was probably something 1 should-
Hanson Brother. n 't have done, but it is done, and life 
I've repented." Repented or not, the 
Yanks released Rivera for the theft. 
In case you missed Fox's "When Has-
Beens Go Bad" last week, you missed 
some quality television programming. 
You also missed Vanilla Ice (aka Rob 
van Winkle), G reg Brady (aka Barry 
Williams) and Paula Jones get severe-
ly beaten by Willis (aka Todd 
Bridges), Danny Bonaduce and 
Tonya Harding respectively in the net-
work's celebrity boxing match. Jones, 
alleged victim of former president Bill 
Clinton's unwelcome sexual advances, 
was a last-minute replacement for the 
"Long Island Lolita," Amy Fisher. 
Fisher's parole board prevented her from 
appearing. 
Raging Bul/ .. . what? A/i ... huh? The 
greatest spotts movie of all-time would 
have to be 1977's Slapshor. And on 
March 26, the highly anticipated sequel 
Slapshot 2: Breaking the Ice will hit 
video stores everywhere as a straight-to-
DVD/video release. The Hanson 
Brothers are back, and this time team up 
with Stephen Baldwin to bring dignity 
back to the Charleston Chiefs after they 
are sold to Gary Busey, who turns the 
goes on." That's New Jersey Nets 
standout J ason Kidd on his decision to 
flip a heckler the bird after his March 6 
return to Phoenix. The Suns beat the 
Nets 89-87 and when one-time Sun, 
Kidd, who only shot 4-for-18, was 
making his way to the tunnel, he 
raised the forbidden finger. Though 
in rep lays on that night's 
SportsCenter it appeared as though 
Kidd was saluting all the Phoenix 
fans, he claims it was meant for only 
one person-someone making personal 
comments. Kidd was fined $5,000 for 
the gesture. 
--
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The joy of sports: 
a woman's POV 
By Jllllan Helmer 
Managing Editor 
Attention all sports fans! 
Any of you male sports buffs who have ever 
dragged an indifferent girlfriend to watch a sport-
ing event, this column is not for you. 
Go get your girlfriend. 
Now ladies, with the exception of those of us 
who enjoy a good game, we all know the agony of 
wasting an entire Sunday watching football with 
the guys--either you figure out what teams are 
playing and try to keep on top of the score, or you 
stare off into space and daydream about all the 
other things you could be doing with your day off. 
But, just when you think you can't take one 
more bodily noise or one more beer spilled all 
over the living room carpet when your guy's best 
friend jumps up to scream at the televis ion every 
30 seconds, thmk about this: 
There arc worse things you could be doing. 
You could be at work. Just be thankful it's 
Sunday and you can do something like spacing out 
while watching the game. You could be cleaning, 
grocery shopping or paying bills-consider your-
self lucky to be doing something boring. 
And why should it have to be so boring in the 
first place? The game may not amuse you, but 
there are plenty of other things going on at sport-
ing events that might. 
Several other females, myself included-all of 
whom have been frequently subjected to watching 
sports-have discovered quite a few ways to make 
sports much more entertaining. 
If you primarily get stuck watching games on 
television at home, you've got two options: invite 
your friends over too and either I) retreat to 
another room of the house and do the g irl thing, or 
2) grab a beer and act like the rest of the guys. 
If you've got the kind of guy who prefers going 
to games versus watching them on television, 
there's hope for you too. If nothing else, attending 
a game is a night out-possibly even a fun one. 
Basketball games can be alright...therc's a Jot of 
action, and usually there's other stuff going on-
music and the Luva Bulls (at least in Chicago). 
As for football, some of the players have cute 
butts, and basebal l. . . well at least it's in the sum-
mer so you can enjoy the nice weather. 
Hockey, I've found, brings another realm of 
en~crtainment and also presents an opportunity to 
trntate the person who dragged you there. Since 
there are three periods in hockey, try yell ing 
"Halftime!" during the first and second break and 
see how mad he gets. Also, while it's not neces-
sary to admit it to anyone, the fights can be rather 
amusing. 
And if this advice is not enough to tum sporting 
events into ~ enjoyable experience for you, then 
remember thts: you were dragged to thts game. 
Mi lk it for .all it's worth. Breakfast in bed, jewel-
ry, fancy dmners ... think of the possibilities! 
Why ask why? 
Ask Dustin Be Ry. 
Uh-huh·huh-huh-huh. I ley, Columbia sports fans 
we're like gonna answer questions about sports o; 
something. . Uh-huh-huh·huh. Our ... uh ... lirst ques· 
tion ... uh-huh· huh ... ls from some fartknoeker nllllled 
Jacob In Naptrville or something. Naperville rulcsl 
Do you think Sosa will bruk Bondi' bomerun 
reeord? Uow m1ny b•lll do you think be will knock 
out of tbt puk tbiJ ye~r? 
lfh.htbhuh-huh·huh. f/1 1ald bat/1 .•. uh-huh·huh· 
Sports 30 
Let the madness begin! 
0 The road to the Final Four not a free way 
By Rudolph Sanchez 
Staff Writer 
The brackets have been set; all 65 
teams are in place. The selection 
committee made some interesting 
decisions, like placing Gozanga 
sixth in the West or leaving Butler 
out altogether. But this is what 
makes the tourney special-its 
unpredictable nature. Some teams 
are just happy to be there and for 
others, anything less than the Final 
Four would be tragic. 
Out West, Cincinnati got the No. I 
seed after a going 30-3 during the 
season. They won the regular season 
championship and the Conference 
USA tournament. For a ll their hard 
work Cincy got placed in the tough-
est region in the tournament. 
The second seed is Oklahoma, 
which upset Kansas to win the Big 
I 2 Tournament. Many experts felt 
that Oklahoma should have received 
the top seed. Conference tourna-
ments winners don't stop there. 
The third seed, Arizona, won the 
PAC 10 Tourney and Ohio State, 
which won the Big Ten conference 
tournament, received the fourth 
seed. If being placed with three top 
conference champs wasn't enough 
the West Regional has some squads 
getting fitted for slippers. 
One team playing with much to 
prove is Gonzaga. Many people feel 
they should have received higher 
than a sixth seed. If Arizona and 
Gonzaga win their first-round 
games they wi II meet in the second 
round. This will be a Final Four-
caliber game in only the second 
round. The seventh seed, Xavier, 
won the Atlantic I 0 regular season 
and conference tournament. 
If Cincy is going to come out of 
the West bracket they are going to 
be held up by two pillars, Steve 
Logan and their defense. Cincinnati 
held its opponents to 37 percent 
shooting and 58.4 points per game. 
Logan, after conditioning in the off 
season and an improved jumper, has 
turned into a definite candidate for 
player of the year. The only trouble 
with Cincy is their cheap play that 
sometimes causes them to lose 
focus. If they get the right balance 
between aggressiveness and sound 
basketball they will reach the Final 
Four. If they do come out of the 
West they wi ll be a stronger team 
than any squad in the Final Four. 
In the South Regional Duke 
AP photo by Paul Sakuma 
Tim Burnette (22) and UNC·Wilmington beat USC in one of the tourney's first 
upsets. 
received the No. I seed after a 29-3 
season record. The South bracket is 
full of teams that should have won 
their conferences but failed to do so. 
Alabama, Pittsburgh, and USC lost 
conference tournament finals. 
There isn't a conference champ 
until the I Oth seed in Kent State, 
which won the Mid-American title. 
Kent State is a great upset team to 
pick. Only Duke has more wins in 
the South Region and guard Trevor 
Huffman is a solid player. He leads 
the team in scoring and is great han-
dling the ball. Antonio Gates and 
Andrew Mitchell round out the 
squad averaging I 5 points a game. 
The East Regional seems to be the 
weakest of all brackets. Maryland 
received the No. I seed, U-Conn, 
received the second seed. Southern 
Illinois, with the II th seed, plays 
Bobby Knight and his Texas Tech 
Red Raiders in the first round. One 
team that would be a good pick to 
upset is number 13 Valparaiso over 
number four Kentucky. Maryland is 
a good pick out of East Regional. 
Duke and Kansas might be the only 
teams as deep as Maryland. 
Maryland guard Juan Dixon leads 
the backcourt as the only player in 
Division one history to score 2,000 
points, have 300 steals and 200 
three-pointers. The only problem 
that could come back to haunt them 
is their lack of depth at the guard 
position. Maryland only has one 
backup for three positions in the 
backcourt. 
The last bracket is Midwest 
Regional. Kansas was placed at the 
top of the bracket. Kansas is enter-
ing the tournament after being upset 
by Oklahoma in the Big 12 
Tournament. Oregon, after a regular 
season record of 23-8, got the sec-
ond seed. 
Illinois received the fourth seed 
right behind Mississippi State. 
lllinois will be playing the early 
rounds at the United Center. Many 
teams will being playing early 
rounds close to home because the 
NCAA wanted to regionalize the 
tournament. Illinois defeated 
Kansas, last year in the Sweet 16. 
Kansas with their top player Drew 
Gooden, is a favorite to reach the 
Final Four and anything less would 
be a disappointment. Kansas is 
never a lock due to their tendency to 
lose early round games. 
There will definitely be some sur-
prises on the way to the Final Four 
in Atlanta. 
huh-huh. Well. dumb@$$, Sosa rules! 
Yeah! Yeah! Yeah! Sosa! 
and will continue to suck with this Chaney guy as their 
head coach. 
Don t make me smack you. With these flvo dudes 
named Fred McGriff and Moses A lou backing him up ... 
I backed your mom up last night. 
Shut up Beavis. Anyway. his chances are as jOOd as 
anyone s. The muscle he put on during the off-season 
will make him capable of kicking some ass, and hitting 
a lot of homers. As for the number of balls ... uh-huh-
huh-huh-huh. .. the Great Cornholio predicts 74. 
Our next question is from Scott in Chicago. Scott 
wants to know: Which is Columbia's better sport-
intramural volleyball or intramural basketball? 
Uuuhhhh. .. huh-huh-huh-huh. Volleyball rules! 
According to the TV Ballin' it up team. they have the 
be.!/ squad In the league. Uh-huh-huh-llllh-huh. 
Ballin'. 
However. we did learn that there was a fight in the 
opening game of last season~ basketball season. 
Fights arc coot. Uh·huh-huh·huh·huh. 
Because of that fight, basketball is the coolest. 
Our next question comes from this dork named Dnve. 
Dave asks: Do you think Don Cbanoy should have 
been fired •• the head coach of tbe Knlcks? 
Fire, Fire, Fire. He said fire. Fire, fire, ye.r, fire, firf, 
fire. fire. 
Suttlt down btd'ure you hoss your druwtrs. 
Uh·huh·ltuh·huh·huh y,$ wu think he shor1ld lllMJ 
b11cn .fired. The duda has not done a good job at all. 
n11 knickJ are not evun cl011u to making thu piQ).'Ojfo, 
Our next question comes from Vinnie from Highland 
Park. He said: Why did the Bean resign Jim Miller 
and are thinking about signing Chris Chandler? 
They are both old and Chandler is very injun 
prone. Why didn' t they go after Drew Bledsoe? · 
Well Jlinnie, uh-huh-huh-huh·huh. Call them what 
you want. but the Bears are cheapskates. ~ though 
they are $10 million under the salary cap, they did not 
want to spend any of that money on a quality q11artcr· 
baclc who is a proven winner. What a bunch of 
dwnb@$$es. 
Miller obviously came pretty cheap with a $1 S mllllo11 
contract. Bledsoe is scheduled to make over SIQ mil· 
lion over then next few seasons. We need to go smaelc 
the Bears' ownership. 
Our final question is from Julio in Aniloeh. He wnnts 
to know: Who would make a better bll$kt tb•ll toacb, 
Britney Spears or Chris tin• AguUen? 
Uh-huh-huh-huh-huh We would love to go out atld 
have some nachos with bath Qj them and look at l~ir 
tl1lngles. Cool! 
Since Brltncy Spears was on a baskt!tboll court lttiW 
"Hit Mo Baby One More TI1111 ' ' v(dtO, we ·woatld hawt 
to ch081 that chtcA:. 
Wa nro out or apnce or something, so we arc golna to 
go piny some Crog baseball. Laler. Uh·huh·huh•huh• 
huh. 
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Continued from Back Page 
The D-Backs suffered a major 
blow two weeks ago when third 
baseman Matt Williams broke an 
ankle while taking groundball 
practice. He is projected to be 
out of the line up until at least 
August. Sixteen-year veteran 
Jay Bell is expected to fill in for 
Williams at the hot comer. 
Luis Gonzalez was in the MVP 
running last season, but lost to 
Barry Bonds. "Gonzo" hit .325 
and a career-high 57 home runs 
and had 142 RBI. He also won 
the World Series with his game 
winning hit in the bottom of the 
ninth off of Mariano Rivera, 
which scored Tony Womack in 
game seven. 
SF Giants 
The Giant's big question is 
usually their pitching. Once 
again this season, they will be 
faced with the same concerns. 
They have been very competi-
tive the past few seasons, but 
have never had the pitching to 
get them deep into the playoffs. 
Russ Ortiz will be the ace of 
the staff. He was 17-9 last sea-
son with a 3.29 ERA. The 
Giants picked up the option on 
Jason Schmidt, whom they 
received in a trade last season 
with Pittsburgh. He was 13-7 
and finished the season on a 
strong note. Schmidt's record 
should improve because he will 
be getting more run support, 
which he did not receive when 
he was playing for the Pirates. 
Schmidt has an injured groin and 
is not expected to be ready for 
Opening Day. 
Livan Hernandez has been 
extremely inconsistent since he 
won the World Series with the 
Florida Marlins in 1997. One 
day he could look like a potential 
Cy Young award winner, the 
next day can make one to won-
der what he is doing pitching in 
the major leagues. 
The Giants gave up some 
pitching to improve their 
defense. They traded Shawn 
Estes to the Mets for Sesi 
Relaford and Tsuyoshi Shinjo. 
Relaford is a utility infielder, and 
can play pretty much any posi-
tion except pitcher and catcher. 
He hit .302 and had eight home 
runs in limited playing time last 
season with the Mets. Shinjo 
can play all three outfield posi-
tions and made some acrobatic 
catches last season. 
When talking about the Giants, 
Barry Bonds' name must be 
mentioned. After breaking Mark 
McGwire's single-season home 
run record with 73 last season 
and his earning fifth MVP 
award, Bonds continues his 
Chicago 
Continued from Back Page 
duction shown in 2000. 
quest for a World Series ring. 
He signed a $90 million contract 
in the off-season to stay home 
and continue playing in the Bay 
Area. 
Bonds has a great supporting 
cast with second baseman Jeff 
Kent hitting behind him and 
Rich Aurilia in front of him. 
Aurilia made his first All Star 
game last year. He hit .324 and 
had 3 7 home runs. 
LA Dodgers 
The Dodgers have always prid-
ed themselves by having a good 
pitching staff. They won cham-
pionships in the 1960s and 
1970s behind the leadership of 
Sandy Koufax and Don 
Drysdale. While they may not 
have a dominate one-two punch 
like Koufax and Drysdale, their 
2002 pitching staff should be 
strong if they stay healthy. 
Kevin Brown will be the leader 
of the starting rotation. The 
fierce competitor was 10-4 last 
season with a 2.65 ERA as he 
was plagued by injuries most of 
the year. He's back, healthy and 
ready to get back to his dominat-
ing ways. In the off-season, the 
Dodgers signed Kazushia Ishii, 
who was one of the strike-out 
kings in Japan. Ishii brings a 93 
mph fastball to the table along 
with a sharp breaking curveball. 
The Dodgers brought back 
1-Iideo Noma. This is Noma's 
second time wearing Dodger 
blue. He won Rookie of the Year 
in 1995 when the team brought 
him over from Japan. His pro-
duction slipped after his rookie 
season, and has never been the 
same. He showed signs of 
improvement last season with 
the Boston Red Sox, where he 
was 13-10, and threw his second 
career no-hitter. 
Other off-season transactions 
included trading slugger Gary 
Sheffield to the Atlanta Braves 
for right fielder Brian Jordan, 
pitcher Omar Daal and a minor 
leaguer. Daal certainly 
improved last season by going 
13-7. He will fit in to the 
Dodgers rotation nicely if he can 
stay healthy. 
Offensively, the Dodgers face 
some questions. Although get-
ting rid of Sheffield might 
improve their team chemistry, 
they will certainly miss his .31 1 
batting average and 36 home 
runs. However, Jordan is a solid 
player on both sides of the ball. 
If Shawn Green can continue the 
tear he went on last season, 
which he hit 49 home runs and 
hit .297, the Dodgers should be 
in good shape. 
Colorado Rockies 
On paper, the Rockies have a 
great pitching staff that features 
a couple of big names big names 
in Mike Hampton and Denny 
Neagle. The fact that they play 
at Coors Field however is a 
pitcher's nightmare. With the 
high altitude in Denver balls 
explode off of bats. Hampton 
went 14-13 with a 5.4 1 ERA in 
his first season in Colorado. 
Neagle went 9-8 with a 5.38 
ERA. Both of those pitchers had 
sub-par seasons by their stan-
dards. 
Todd Helton and Larry Walker 
are the heart and soul of 
Colorado's line up. Both contin-
ue to be among the leaders in the 
NL batting race. Helton hit .336 
and had 49 home runs. Walker 
hit .350 and had 38 round-trip-
pers. 
Look for the Rockies to be 
competitive this season, but their 
pitching is going to be their big 
question because they play at 
hitter-friendly Coors Field. 
They signed Todd Jones who 
had been Detroit's closer. He 
lost a bit on his fastball last sea-
son, but the Rockies are hoping 
he can regain some consistency. 
They will score a lot of runs, but 
will their pitchers be able to keep 
leads in the late innings? 
NLEast 
Atlanta Braves 
In a competitive division, it is 
fair to say that the Braves are the 
favorites to win not only the NL 
East, but possibly the National 
League. Their pitching staff has 
their usual arsenal back with 
Greg Maddux and Tom Glavine. 
The Braves are hoping Kevin 
Millwood can bounce back to 
the form he showed earl ier in his 
career when he was winning 17 
or 18 games a season. Last sea-
son, Millwood was just 7-7 with 
a 4.31 ERA last season. In his 
defense, however, Millwood 
encountered a lot of shoulder 
problems and never was able to 
find a groove. 
John Smaltz wi ll take over the 
closer's role. He came back 
from Tommy John surgery 
towards the end of last season, 
and proved he still had a fastball 
in the mid to upper-90s and a 
sharp breaking slider. Smaltz is 
a proven winner and is a money 
p itcher in big games, which will 
help Atlanta down the stretch. 
By trading for Gary Sheffield, 
the Braves have one of the most 
feared I ine ups in baseball. 
Chipper Jones, Andruw Jones 
and Sheffield are going to make 
up the heart of the line up, not 
necessarily in that order. 
Sports 31 
Reuters photo by Jeff Topping 
Curt Schilling (Left) and Randy Johnson, Arizona's aces, return 
and are capable of helping the D-Backs return to the World Series. 
Sheffield hit .311 and had 36 es and have more patience at the 
home runs for the Dodgers last plate. 
season, while Andruw Jones had Catcher Mike Lie bertha! is 
34 home runs with 104 RBI. back after missing most of last 
Chipper Jones, who hit .330 season with a knee injury. He 
and went yard 38 times last sea- brings the whole package to the 
son, will be moved from third table. If he is completely 
base to left field with the acqui- healthy, Lieberthal can be a 
sition of Vinny Castilla. Castilla threat on both the offensive and 
had a solid year at the plate last defensive s ide of the ball. 
season by hitting 25 home runs NY Mets 
and had 91 RBI as he started the The Mets were one of the 
2001 campaign in Tampa Bay busiest teams in the off season. 
and finished in Houston. They added a lot of pop to their 
Philadelphia Phillies line up and improved their 
The Phill ies will give the defense. Their pitching staff, 
Braves a run for their money. however, is sti ll up in the air. 
Behind the leadership of Larry AI Leiter will be the staff ace to 
Bowa, Philadelphia had a strong start the season, but he is coming 
season last year and almost off a sub-par season. He was 11-
made the playoffs. Expectations II with a 3.3 1 ERA. The trade 
are high this season in the City for Shawn Estes can prove to be 
of Brotherly Love. a huge help or a complete bust. 
Starting pitcher Robert Person Estes had been very inconsistent 
had a breakthrough season last for the Giants after winning 20 
year when he went 15-7. His games a few years back. He was 
4.19 ERA was not too impres- only 9-8 last season with a 4.02 
sive, but all that really matters ERA. The problem with Estes is 
are the wins. They added Teny that you never know who is 
Adams, who came over from the going to show up--<me night he 
Dodgers as a free agent. Adams will be completely dominating, 
went 12-8 last season in Los then his next start he would be lit 
Angeles, but the question with up. 
him is his endurance. The for- The Mets acquired Mo 
Vaughn, Roberto A lamar, Roger 
Cedeno and Gary Matthews Jr. 
in the off season. Vaughn, who 
missed the whole 200 I season 
with a tom biceps, will provide 
some protection to star catcher 
Mike Piazza. Alomar not only 
adds a lot of defense, but brings 
with him a .336 batting average 
from last season. Cedeno and 
Matthews bring speed and 
defense to the outfield. 
mer relief pitcher started showed 
signs of fatigue toward the end 
of the 2001 season. The jury is 
still out on the Phillies' bullpen. 
They could be a closer away 
from being successful in the 
playoffs. 
Left fie lder Pat Burrell and 
third baseman Scott Rolen head 
Philadelphia's offense. Rolen 
hit .289 with 25 home runs, but 
he has had trouble staying 
healthy the past couple of sea-
sons. Burrell is about to start his 
third major league season. This 
guy has the potential to be some-
thing special. He will probably 
hit SO home runs someday, but 
he must learn to recognize pitch-
The 2002 baseball season 
promises to bring a lot of excite-
ment and tight races in the 
National League. Be sure to 
read next week when the 
American League is previewed. 
Ordonez has emerged as one of the 
major leagues best right fielders, batting 
better than .300 with over 30 home runs 
and I 00 RBI in each of the last three sea-
sons. 
Second baseman Ray Durham should 
provide additional offensive potency. 
Durham, who displays exceptional pro-
duction for a second baseman, was only 
the sixth player s ince 1950 to record at 
least 40 doubles, 10 triples and 20 home 
runs in a season in 2001. 
The White Sox have a solid offense but 
the main concern for the organization is 
the battery, or the pitching staff and their 
catcher. 
Mark Buehrle is the staff ace. Buehrle 
emerged in 2001 with a 16-8 record and a 
3.29 ERA. 
experience to the team and hopes to 
recover from two knee surgeries late last 
season. 
The White Sox are hoping Alomar will 
bring a good presence to the plate, on 
offense and defense, and make it behind 
the plate for a whole season. If not the 
Sox will be looking for either Mark 
Johnson or Josh Paul to step up. 
Konerko had a break out season in 2001, 
setting career highs in home runs (32) and 
RBI (99). 
The best move of the off-season for the 
White Sox was acquiring the versatile, 
speedy ex-Indian Kenny Lofton. Lofton 
is expected to be the lead-off hitter with a 
career .377 on-base percentage and still a 
threat to steal bases. 
Left fielder Carlos Lee hopes to bounce 
back from a sluggish second hal f of200 I. 
After hitting .306 with I 5 home runs and 
52 RBI before the All-Star break, Lee fin-
ished the season hitting a career low .269, 
but still managed to hit 24 home runs and 
drive in 84 RBI. 
Defensive gem Royce Clayton will like-
ly be the starting shortstop this year. After 
an atrocious first half of 2001 when his 
batting average fell as low as .099 on May 
23, Clayton bounced back to hit .31 0 over 
his final 110 games, boosting his season 
average to .263 while compiling a career 
best .988 fielding percentage and com-
mitting only seven errors. 
Veteran Jose Valentin wi II back Clayton 
at shortstop and likely share time with 
prospect Joe Credc at third base. 
Valentin, far better defensively at short, 
had a career high 28 homeruns and .509 
slugging percentage in 200 I. 
The White Sox acquired the aging Todd 
Ritchie in a trade with the Pirates and are 
hoping he can give 200 innings and 15 
victories to the team. 
The other three starters will likely be 
right-hander John Garland, lefty Jim 
Parque and right-hander Gary Glover. 
Parque is hoping to rebound from shoul-
der surgery, and Garland showed poten-
tial in 35 games last year. 
The White Sox arc confident they have 
one of the game's premier closers in Keith 
Foulke. The deceptive right-hander had 
42 saves with a 2.33 ERA in 200 I. 
Sandy A lamar Jr. brings a lot of playofT 
Although the White Sox appear to be in 
a better position to make a run at the 
World Series if they can tighten up the 
rotation and drive in runs like they did in 
2000, both teams have legitimate shot at 
making a run at the playoffs. 
The better team, at least in the eyes of 
Chicagoans, and bmgging rights will be 
settled in six cross-town battles. The 
Cubs host the White Sox on the Nor1h 
Side June 14- 16, and the Cubbies will 
trek down to the South Side for a three-
game battle at Comiskey June 28-30. 
Chicago hope: Cubs, Sox major players in 200~ 
0 Expectations high with key additions 
By David Arter 
Staff Writer 
·m e start of the major-league baseball 
season is a few weeks away and fa ns on 
the North and South s ides of Chicago 
have a lot to be excited about in 2002. 
The C hicago Cub< and the Chicago 
White ox had productive seasons in 
200 I , but both teams arc hoping to take 
another big stride toward a pennant. 
The Cubs let every team in the National 
League know they were intending to put 
on a good fight and make an aggress ive 
surge for playoff glory (or at least back-
to-back winning seasons for the first time 
since ' 7 1- ' 72) when they went out and 
acquired ex-Astro le ft fielder Moises 
Alou from free agency. 
The Cubs are counting on A lou to add 
much-needed spark to the all-but-nat 
200 I Cubs ofTense. All nat but for super 
slugger Sammy Sosa (.328, 64 HR and 
160 RBI in 200 I ) until they picked up 
Fred McGriff. who hit .282 with 12 home 
runs and 41 RBI in 49 games with the 
Cubs last year. 
·n1e highest RBI total behind Sosa was 
66 by departed shortstop Ricky Gutierrez 
and the only other Cub who managed to 
hit over .300 was the ever-injured and 
now Yankee Rondell White (.307 in 323 
at-bats). 
General Manager Andy McPhail did 
more than cushion the lineup around Sosa 
by adding A lou and McGri ff. Both play-
ers have the strong possibility of being 30 
home run, I 00-RBI hiners. 
If the C ubs can start Sosa. McGriff and 
A lou at the 3. 4, and 5 spots in the lineup 
for most of 2002. they' re counti ng on an 
abundance of nms crossing the plate and 
baseballs soaring over the Tru-Link fence 
onto Waveland and Sheffield Avenues. 
The Cubs pitching rotation is hoping to 
return to form as one of the games best 
staffs. 
Led by Jon Leiber, who was 20-6 in 
200 I and received Cy Young considera-
tion, Cubs pitchers logged I ,344 strike-
outs in 200 I, nearly 100 more than the 
record held by the dom inant Atlanta 
Braves stafT of 1996. 
Right-handed ace Kerry Wood, 12-6 in 
200 I, led the way with 217 strikeouts in 
only 2 17 1/3 innings pitched. Wood is 
fully recovered from the shoulder ten-
donitis that sat him on the bench for about 
a month late last year and hopes to rekin-
dle the dominance he displayed in 1998 
when he won Rookie of the Year. 
Young Juan Cruz and veteran Jason 
Bere will likely be the 3 and 4 pitchers for 
the Cubs. 
Cruz impressed the organization and 
baseball analysts with his work late last 
~ason, going 3-1 with a 3.22 ERA. 
Many are already mak ing comparisons 
of his mechanics and build to his idol, 
Red Sox great Pedro Martinez. His only 
loss was a three-hit perfonnance aga inst 
the Brewers that resulted in a 3- 1 loss. 
Here pitched a lot better than his 11- 11 
record 111 200 1, recording 175 strikeouts 
in 11!!1 innings pitched. 
The fifth ~rot is the 4uestion mark f(Jr 
the Cub<; thi~ year. Julian "lltvarez was 
exrxx-1cd to be the man, but will most 
likely be moved to the hullpcn to help 
pock up the ~lack for the injured Tom 
" f· la•h" { io rdon. 
Young. hard-throwing Kyle h ornsworth 
and veteran Je fl l·a•'ICro will be hmodl iu~ 
the clrn.cr 's dutie•. while ( iordon i• out 
mdefinitefy with a ~houlder injurr.-
·r be Cub<! have rai!!ed the po•sobility or 
luring ex-Dodger JcfT Shaw out or retire-
ment to joon tbe bullpen. 
·me most promising po••ibilily lnr I he 
Cul>s o• to bring lo· li oot, ~-inch. 22~ 
Jl(>unds fir~t round dr:.ft pock Mark l'roor 
ur to the big league•. 
Prior was the player of the year for col-
legiate baseball in seven different organi-
/.ations going 15-1 with J shutouts and a 
1.69 ERA in 18 starts for USC last sea-
son. Some critics have said Prior is the 
most dominating college pitcher since 
Roger C lemens. 
Prior stnock out seven batters in three 
innings in a pre-season game against the 
White Sox. Among those who sat down 
were Frank TI10mas. Magglio Ordonez 
and Paul Konerko, the heart of the White 
Sox order. 
Many thought Prior could jump right 
onto the Cubs rotation last summer after 
the d raft. Most likely, Manager Don 
Baylor will have Prior start the season in 
Double-A, due to his lacking experience 
against maj or-league hitters and the rigor 
of the major-league schedule. 
The big concerns fo r the Cubs are at 
second, third and centerfield. 
The Cubs were hoping Bi ll Mueller 
would return to fo rm since knee surgery 
that sidelined the third baseman fo r most 
o f last season. 
Mueller, who's sufTered recurring pa in 
in his knee. wi ll undergo another surgery 
and be sidelined up to a month. 
Chris Sty nes and Mark Bellhom will be 
battling for the opening day nod from 
Baylor. The ex-Red Stynes hit .334 fo r 
C inc innati in 380 at-bats in 2000 . 
Bellhom is hitt ing 13-for-27 through 
March 9 in spring training. 
Journeyman Delino DeShields will be 
battling hot prospect Bobby Hill for the 
starting second base position. 
DeShie lds, a career .270 hitter, was 
acquired mid-season by the Cubs in 200 I 
and provides solid defense. leadership 
and good speed on the base path. 
Hill, batting .286 through March 11, hit 
a game-winning home nm in the bottom 
of the ninth for the Cubs on March 1 0. 
Baylor had given the nod to Corey 
Patterson in center field for opening day, 
but recently restated his position and has 
opened the door for the more consistent 
Roosevelt Brown. 
The Cubs have been waiting for 
Patterson, 22, a career .208 hitter in 131 at 
bats to blossom into the superstar 
prospect he's been slated to become. 
Brown. 26, a career .286 hitter, has qui-
etly been the Cubs most reliable utility 
outfielder and pinch-hitter over the last 
three seasons. 
"Tlle Cubs w ill battle the heavyweight 
St. Louis Cardinals for the NL Central 
Championship. The first series against 
the Cardinals will be May 6-8 at Wrigley 
Field. 
On the South Side, the Chicago White 
Sox hope to get back to were they were 
two years ago, and reclaim the AL Central 
crown. Four out of seven experts for the 
Sport inK News baseball preview have the 
White Sox winning the division, with the 
toughest opposition coming from 200 I 
surprise Minnesota Twins, and the trade-
ridden Cleveland Indians. 
The year 2002 is riding on the o flc nsive 
production of three key players for the 
White Sox. Right fie lder Magglio 
Ordonez, first baseman l'aul Konerko and 
designated hitter Frank ·n10mns. ·n1e 
White Sox arc hoping these three hitters 
will anchor the potent White Sox oncnsc. 
Thomas missed most of200 I due to the 
tom triceps he sullcred lust April. 
Thomas was the runner-up to then-
Oakland slugger Jason <.i iumhi in the 
200() American League MVP voting allcr 
hittin!( .12X with 141 RBI tntd 41 home 
runs fhr the ccntrnl division champion 
White Sox. 
'I he White Sox nrc counting on Thomns 
to get llack to or ncnr his uormul lln ll -ol~ 
Fume-like dominance at the plate (.1 19, 
14H IIR in 12 years wi th the White S(•x) 
and ~o~ lvc them the unstoppni"olc run pro-
See Clllctp, page 31 
Tribune photo by Pill Velasquez 
Managers Don Baylor (Left) and Jerry Manuel greet each other before a spring train-
ing game. 
Exciting NL season on tap for 2002 
By Dustin Klass 
Sports Editor 
Get ready to hear the crack of the bat 
and the pop of the mitt again, as the 
beginning of the 2002 major league base-
ball season is two weeks away. There are 
a lot of teams with high hopes and expec-
tations as spring training reaches the mid-
way point. Many familiar faces find 
themselves in new uniforms, whi le other 
players are back healthy and ready to 
make an impact in the same teams with 
which they ended the 200 1 campaign. 
Here are the teams to look out for in the 
National League as they are broken down 
by division: 
NL Central: 
St. Louis Card ina ls 
The C ubs' biggest rivals made some key 
acquisitions during the off-season. They 
signed former Yankees fi rst baseman Tino 
Martinez. who is a proven winner, having 
earned four World Series rings in the 
Bronx. They a lso secured their closer 
role by signing Jason lsringhausen, who 
should secure a strong bullpen. 
Although they lost s lugger Mark 
McGwirc to retirement over the ofT-sea-
son. second year star Alber Pujols and 
Martinez should be able to fill the void. 
Pujols hit .329 with 37 home runs last 
season. TI1row in Jim Edmonds and J.D. 
Drew, and the Cardinals will have a very 
so lid line-up. Both Edmonds and Drew 
hit over .300 lust season. und combined 
lor 57 home nons. 
if their pitching stuiTstuys healthy, they 
should be able to carry the tcum into the 
plnynlls . Mutt Morris went 22-8 with n 
3. 16 ERA lust season. und took over as 
the nee o l" the sta ll: f)nrryl Kilc had 11 
very strong scnson linishing 16- 11 with 11 
.l OIJ ERA. Woody Willinms wi ll be their 
numbN three s tnrter. and he hnd 11 grout 
season with u 15-9 record. 
"lltc ('urd• should he cxcitl'<l ttlx1u1 thdr 
yuuug ~tnrtcr Uud Smith. lie went 6-J 
with u J.H I ERA in I C1 gnmcs in his l'll\•k· 
flo Sl'II~<H I lust ycur. und he 1llll'S tti!I\'UI,i(lb 
of keeping hitters off balance. He has a 
great change-up that s inks away from 
right handed hitters. 
Houston Astros 
The Astros have a very strong pitching 
staff. Their starting rotation is solid with 
Roy Oswalt, Wade Miller and Shane 
Reynolds. Oswalt went 14-3 with a 2.73 
during his rookie year last season, and has 
a bright future ahead of him if he stays 
healthy. Miller went 16-8 with a 3 .40 
ERA, and Reynolds 14-11. Keep in mind 
that they put up these numbers while 
playing their home games at homer-
friendly Astros Field (formerly known as 
Enron Field). 
Their bullpen, led by hard-throwing 
closer Billy Wagner, will be the key to 
success. They be able to hold on to leads 
late in games. Because they play at a sta-
dium whose fences are very shallow 
down the lines, runs come very easily. 
Houston's line-up features three All 
Stars and potential Hall of Famers. Jeff 
Bagwell. Cmig Biggio and Lance 
Berkman should supply the most of 
Houston's offense. Berkman had a break-
out season last year when he hit .331, 3-1 
home nms w1d 126 RBI. Biggio and 
Bagwell are perennia l run producing 
players. Last season, Bagwell hit 39 
horne nms and had 130 RBI. Biggio. hit 
20 home nu1s and scored I 18 times: not 
too bad for n lead-ofT hitter. 
NLWest: 
Arizona Olamondb11cks 
"l11e N L West is wide open this season. 
·n 1c dt•fending World Chnmpions find 
themselves sitting in good shape simpl> 
bccuusc they h11vc their top two stru1tng 
pitchers bm:k in Rundy Johnson und Curt 
Schilling. Although tl1e two 11re u ) l':lf 
older, they still cun throw in the mid 111 
upper Q()s. Bllth hnw ' kkcd slid~ thnt 
keep butters o ll: mlitUlCC, 
Miguel Uutisltt ~roved thut oo hns whtlt 
it tnkc~ to pitch 111 bil! gumcs wh\'n hl' 
pitdu.xl ninc hulilll!S nnd gave up tl<l nul$ 
111 his llnly slttrt lnltllll filii'~ World 'tries 
nl Ynnkcc Studlum. 
See NL, pqe 31 
